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INTERESTING PEOPLE

W. T. GRANT COMPANY CONTRACTS On University

Watkinson's Boat

LEADING JURISTS OF STATE PAY

OF KNOX COUNTY

WITH PHILBRICK FOR STORE AT

Lost On Ledges

LAST RESPECTS TO JUSTICE FRANK

Off Wooden Ball

A. TIRRELL, JR., WHO DIED FRIDAY

Honors Program

JUNCTION OF PARK AND MAIN
Rhama H. Philbrick. owner of
several business blocks and lots
in the Park and Main street area,
announced Saturday that he is to
construct a new block for a na
tional department store chain.
He identified the future occu
pants of the block as the W. T.
Grant Company which now oper
ates stores in several Maine cities.
Mr. Philbrick, who heads Phil
brick Realty, Inc., said that Her
bert Callahan of Lewiston has been
chosen as the contractor for the
block.
He said that the block will have
a frontage of 70 feet on Main street

and will extend toward the water
front. along Park street place for a
distance of 200 feet. The mezza
nine floor of the store will measure
70 by 70 feet.
The building will be of masonry
construction and designed to fit
the needs of the tenant. Actual
construction is expected to start
by June 15.
A parking lot which will accom
modate 160 cars will be constructed
in the rear of the store.
The new building will be on the
site of a three-story brick block
destroyed by fire in December of
1952.

A lobster boat owned by Thomas

Watkinson of Rockland was lost
on the
Island

were able to save themselves.
The engine of the craft was re
ported to have failed and a strong

wind and high seas forced the boat
onto the ledges of the island.
Watkinson put a life jacket on

FRIDAY FOR THREE DAY SESSION
Joseph E. Dyer

Chief Metalsmith Don Hammer, U. S. Navy, recruiter for this
and adjoining counties.

By Elmer Barde

Something new has been added
to the scenery in Rockland. A
rather distinguished looking man.
in the uniform of a chief petty
officer of the Navy, with a chest
full of campaign ribbons and four
hashimarks on his sleeve, has been
in our midst since ear ly last month.
He is Chief Metalsmith Don Ham
mer, U. S. Navy, who arrived here
May 6, to open a Navy recruiting
branch station, serving under Lt.
Cmdr. George Crocker, whose dis
trict headquarters are at Portland.
Local offices are at the city ad
ministration building and Hammer
is there most all day, passing on
all possible information on naval
service to boys or girls interested.
When not at his office he has been
visiting high schools in Knox. Lin
coln and Waldo Counties or speak
ing to clubs and patriotic organiza
tions on ‘'Our Navy.”
Hammer is a good example of
what life in the Navy can bring to
anyone interested A country boy,
from up-state Missouri, he entered
the service more than 16 years
ago. His boot training was ab
sorbed at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station. From there he
went to sea. As a metalsmith he
found good billets and. steady but
not rapid promotion. The out
break of World War H found him
as a diver. For more than eight
months, he helped in the raising
of the USS West Virginia, sunk in
the sneak attack at Pearl Harbor. ,
He also worked on the USS Ari
zona until it was decided to leave
her where she was, as a permanent
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monument to th«- personnel lost by
the Navy at Pearl.
Service with Halsey’s Fleet fol
lowed. While aboard the rescue
tugs Navahoe and Menominee,
Hammer took part in the invasion
of Guadalcanal by the Marines and
in several of the subsequent island
attacks, always as a diver, repair
ing underwater damage to our ves
sels, finally helping to raise a
Japanese destroyer sunk by our
Navy at Tulagi. With cessation of
hostilities he returned to the Paci
fic Coast and for eight years served
aboard the USS Flurkin. a subma
rine rescue vessel, based on San
Diego.

That did not imply eight years
staying in port. The ship was on
the go constantly, fortunately never
in connection with a submarine
rescue; we had no sub disaster in
all that time.

Among other experiences While
on the Flurkin. Hammer made two
trips to Bikini to witness the first
two atomic explosions. His par
ticular job was to inspect under
water damage done to obsolete na
val vessels used as targets. He
came away fully convinced that
even the first two bombs carried
a terrific wallop, since greatly
strengthened in later models.
Service in ^<orea added three

more ribbons to the salad bowl he
carries on his chest and entitled
him to a tour of shore duty. A long
time ago, he had asked for shore
duty in New England; Navy per
sonnel officers have a long mem
ory; when his turn came he got
what he wanted. A married man,
he appreciates the opportunity to
lead a normal family life and both
he and Mrs. Hammer have fallen
in love with Rockland. We learned
to like him. For one thing, he
speaks the language we heard for
nearly 40 years and we also found
that. In good Navy style, his stories
become more and more interesting
the longer the coffee brews. He
has some pretty good tales to tell demonstrates in his appearance,
but also personifies the very rea manner, and daily life what the
son for his presence here. He Navy can and will do for those who
want
to
advance
themselves
through devotion to duty and hard
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cers for the coming year.
Brian M. Jewett, a past presi
dent of the Maine Elks Association ,
is general chairman of the conven
tion planning committee.
A record attendance is expected
and among the national dignitaries
who will attend are Past Grand I
Exalted Rulers John F. Malley
and E. Mark Sullivan of Boston.
Malley is chairman of the Elks
National Foundation and Sullivan
is secretary of the Elks National
Service
Commission.
Both
of
these nationally prominent Elks
are well known in Maine.
The convention will close at J
noon on Sunday June 12 with a
luncheon for the new president of
the association and his officers.

Jerry Audet To

Coach Court Squad
i

At Besse High

I

It was reported on Monday that
L. Jerome Audet, a teacher in the
Rockland school system for the
past three years, has signed a
contract
as
teacher-coach
at
Besse High School in Albion. At
Besse, Audet will teach subjects
in the junior high grades and will
be head coach of both boys’ and
girls’ basketball.
During his three years in Rock
land he has taught in the seventh
grade at the high school building
and has served as coach of the
junior varsity basketball team. He
has been sports writer for The
Courier-Gazette for the past two
years.
Audet is a graduate of the Uni
versity of Maine and did part of
his undergraduate work at Farm
ington and Keene state teachers
colleges.

C-D Alert On June

15 Will Call Out
65,000 Volunteers

1

Joseph E. Dyer, of Vinalhaven,
has been chosen for the honors
program at the University of
Maine. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer, Sr., of Vinal
haven, and a freshman at the
University.
_____________

Monhegan People

In Saturday
Post Feature
The “Faces Of America” feature of the current Saturday Eve
ning Post will prove to be of spe
cial interest to people in the Knox
and Lincoln county area since it
features the island of Monhegan.
The feature consists of a threequarter page colored picture of a
Monhegan family enjoying the
island’s principal product, the lobster. It also includes a short story
telling of the famous island and
its people.
The picture is one of a series
done by photographer Ivan Dmitri
for a Post story about the island
i
which was published some time
ago.

M.D.C. Outdoor

Writer Elliot
Shifts Jobs
Robert O. E. Elliot, member of
the publicity staff of the Maine
Development Commission for the
past nine years, will be employed
July 5 by the Department of In
land Fisheries and Game as pub
licity director for its Division of
Information and Education, Eve
rett F. Greaton. MDC executivedirector announced today.
Elliot, who has handled fish and
game promotion for the commis
sion, w’as praised by Greaton for
his “outstanding work through the
years.”
While Elliot’s loss “will be felt
keenly,” Greaton said that he wras
glad to co-operate with Fish and
Game Commissioner Roland H.
Cob’s desire to consolidate fish
and game information, education
and promotion under one head.
Elliot is a member of the Out
door Writers of America Associa
tion and of the New England Out
door Writers Association. He is
the author of a widely praised
book on trout and is also w’ell
known as a magazine waiter.
Greaton said he believed that
the MDC would leave Elliot’s po
sition unfilled until the commis
sioner of the new Department of
Development of Industry and Com
merce is appointed. The latter de
partment will succeed the MDC in
late August.

Approximately 65,000 Maine civil
defense volunteers are expected to
take part in the national CD exer
cise, Operation Alert, according to
State Civil Defense and Public
Safety Director. Harry A. Mapes.
He said all Maine citizens and
out-of-state visitors will be asked
to take shelter at 12.30 p.m., June
15 for 10 minutes. Traffic will also
halt and motorists will be request
ed to take cover.
“Maine will have a tremendous
support problem,” Mapes empha
sized. adding that it was all “in
theory only, this time.”
Food, shelter and clothing needs
of theoretical evacuees will be met
according to the actual resources
that CD officials know’ to be avail
able at the time, he said.
The state director urged the co
operation of all businesses, indus Recent Transfers
tries and schools to help civil de
Of Real Estate
fense increase its efficiency and
provide the necessary training for
Following are some of the prop
CD organizations.
erties sold very recently through
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Ball

Watkinson

and his six-ye'ar-old son, Randall,

MAINE ELKS GATHER AT SAMOSET
John E. Gavin of Millinocket,
president of the Maine Elks Asso
ciation announced today that the
27th Anniversary convention would
open at the Samoset Hotel at
Rockland on Friday afternoon,
June 10 and continue through
June 12 when it will conclude with
the annual business session on
that date.
A pretentious program of va
ried entertainment has been ar
ranged for the more than 400
Maine Elks and their ladies who
will attend this year.
Friday evening, the President’s
Ball and a floor show will open
the convention and among the fea
tures of this program will be a tes
timonial to Joshua N. Southard,
secretary of the Rockland Lodge
who is now serving his 22nd year
as secretary of that lodge. Mr.
Southard is one of the oldest lodge
secretary’s in point of service in
Elkdom. A special program has
been planned on Friday evening
to honor him.
The Presque Isle lodge will be
the center of attraction also, when
a reception will be held in con
junction with the ball for the
members of the newest lodge in
Maine Elkdom, will receive state
wide recognition. A floor show \yill
round out the evening.
On Saturday, the association
will sponsor a boat trip on Pen
obscot Bay in the morning, with a
huge lobster bake at noon at the
hotel. This will be followed by the
annual Birthday Party for the
wives of Elks and John Libby, ex
alted ruler of the Lewiston lodge
and a well known radio executive,
will be the master of ceremonies.
At 2 p. m., the famous Flamin
goes, water ballet of Bangor will
present an acquatic water revue
in the Samoset pool and at 6 p. m.,
the President’s Banquet will be
held. The Convention Ball and a
floor show will take place in the
main ballroom at the Samoset at
9 p. m.
Sunday morning at 10 o’clock
the annual Memorial Service will
be held in memory of Elks who
have died during the past year and
at 10.30 a. m., the annual business
session of the association will take
place with the election of the offi-

ledges of Wooden

Saturday, but

FORD DEALERS'

ANNUAL

USED CAR

hiis son and the lad was able to
get from the boat to the shore and
clamber up the rocks in spite of
the high seas. Watkinson made
an effort to save the boat but at
tempts to haul her clear were un
successful. Several fishing boats
and the 40-foot utility boat from
the* Rockland Coast Guard Moor
ings aided in the attempt to salvage
the 35-4oot craft.
Watkinson, who lives at 18 Main
street in Rockland, operates a
string of traps from Wooden Ball
Island during the summer.
First inkling ashore of Watkinson’s plight came when Mrs. Effie
Dyer of Ash Point picked up his
calls for help on short wave radio.
Her daughter, Mrs. Ellena Fredette. alerted the Coast Guard.
Bi ad Young, Matinicus lobsterman. heard Watkinson’s calls for
assistance and went to his aid.
When he arrived, the lobster boat
w*as so close in to the ledges that
it was impossible to try to tow him
off w ithout endangering the larger
boat uselessly.
Justice Frank A. TlrreU, Jr.
Loss of the boat and gear aboard
Justice Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., 62, Sullivan, Granville C. Gray, Har
is thought to be close to $5000.
—
Knox County’s leading member of old C. Marden, Randolph A. Weatherbee, Cecil J. Siddall, Leonard F.
The Courier Wants the legal fraternity, died in Rock Williams and Abraham M. Rud
land early Friday evening follow
man.
News and Photos
ing a long period of ill health.
Also, Associated Retired Jus
A practicing attorney in Rock tices, Edward P. Murray and SidOf Graduates
land for three decades, he was ap ’ ney St. F. Thaxter, and former
The Courier-Gazette wants news
pointed to the Superior Court Chief Justice Edward F. Merrill
of all Knox County students gradu
! and retired Justice Arthur Chap
ating from college or other schools bench by Governor Horace Hil man.
dreth in April of 1946. Governor
this year.
Active bearers were: Jerome C.
A graduation photograph and in Burton M. Cross advanced him to
Burrows. Curtis M. Payson, Frank
formation on degrees received,
the Supreme Court in March of G. Harding, Dr. Harold C. Jame
high school graduated from and
son, Eugene Rich and Walter Rich.
1953.
other information which would aid
Senator Frederick G. Payne sent
During his years of legal practice
in making a story would be appre
in Rockland, following graduation the following telegram Monday.
ciated.
“The State of Maine suffered a
Photos and information may be from the University of Maine Law
left at the newspaper office or Schoo! in 1915. he became known great loss in the passing Friday
mailed. Photographs will be re as one of the leading trial lawyers evening of Justice Frank A. Tir
rell, Jr., of the Maine Supreme
in the state.
turned promptly.
In his 30 years' practice in Rock Judicial Court. A distinguished
land. three men studied under him jurist, able lawyer, and conscien
Cousens Realty;
B. S Alderman to Tidewater Oil to enter the profession of law. They tious civic leader. Justice Tirrell
Co., land at corner of Park and included
his
later associate, will be sorely missed by his
Highland streets.
Jerome C. Burrows, Attorney Gen friends and associates of whom I
Maurice and Charlotte Lake, to eral, Frank Harding and the cur was privileged to be one.”
Frederick G. Payne,
Ruth L. Davenport. 9 High street. rent county attorney, Curtis PayUnited States Senator,
Muriel M. Ronco to Robert and son.
Josephine Seliger, 14 James street.
Since being named to the bench
Katherine S. Hopkins to Alton of the Maine Supreme Judicial
and Evelyn Simmons, house in Court, he maintained offices in the
South Thomaston.
Knox County courthouse.
Violet Priester to Earl Titus. 41
For several years, he interested
Old County Road.
himself in pigeons, their breeding
Joel and Jane Tootill to Francis and training, and at one time was
and Beatrice Gardner. 33 Crescent the head of a national pigeon fan
street .
ciers group, the American MeDonald and Laura Davey to Wil
dena Club.
bur and Lala Pelkey, 120 Lime
He was born in Quincy, Mass.,
rock street.
March 30, 1893, the son of Frank
Astor and Marion Creamer to
A. Tirrell, Sr. and and Elizabeth
Clifford and Blanche Gardner.
Clifford.
Holmes and Lovejoy streets.
Survivors include his widow,
Alton and Faith Brown to Ar
He Will
nold and Jeannette Holmes, home Mrs. Beulah Studley Tirrell of
Camden
and
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Herand tearoom at St. George.
Appreciate This
Webster and Cassie Clark to ber Cass of Dover-Foxcroft and
Foster Robinson. Marsh Road. Mrs. Paul A. Knaut of Quincy,
Whether it's "Under the
Mass.
Thomaston
mistle-toe" or for Father's
Justice Tirrell was a member of
Virginia Preslopsky to Alfreds
the Knox County Bar Association
Day, Sunday, June 19th, he'll
Gustin, 13 Berkeley street.
and the Maine Bar Association, an
appreciate a new tropical
honorary member of the Rockland
suit.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rotary Club and member of Au
If I had my life to live again rora Lodge, A.F.&A.M., and the
Cool for the warm months
I would have made a rule to read
ahead, these new tropical
some poetry and listen to some Chapter and Commandery.
Funeral services were held Mon
music at least once a week. The
suits, with DACRON, keep
loss of these tastes is a loss of day afternoon at 2 o’clock from
you feeling well and looking
happiness—Charles Darwin.
the Universalist Church with Rev.
well
all day long.
O WORLD’ O LIFE’ O TIME
George H. Wood officiating. Burial
was in Achorn Cemetery.
O World’ O Life’ O Time
Available in regulars, shorts,
On whose last steps I climb.
Honorary bearers included Jus
longs and stouts.
Trembling at that where I had tices of the Maine Supreme Ju
Blues, greys and browns.
stood before;
When will return the glory of dicial Court and the Maine Su
perior Court.
your prime?
$39.50 and $55.00
No more—O never more!
Indued were: Chief Justice Ray
mond Fellows, and associate jus
Out of the day and night
A joy has taken flight;
tices of the Supreme Court. Robert
Fresh spring, and summer, and M. Williamson. Donald W. Webber,
winter hoar
Albert Beliveau and Walter M.
nV”'1-'
Move my faint heart with grief,
-L
Tapley, Jr.,
but with delight
X'
Superior Court Justices includ
No more—O never more!
(1,11
ed: Percy T. Clarke, Francis W.
Percy B. Shelley.
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CLIPPERS TAKE FIRST GAME OF

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Baseball Leagues

SEASON IN TWI LEAGUE,

Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher. John M Richardson

Standing and

MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY WILL

Games Scheduled

RECEIVE COMMISSIONS SATURDAY

DROPPING TOWNIES 8-4 SUNDAY
The Thomaston Clippers came up
with two runs without benefit of a
hit in their half of the seventh
to break a four to four tie and
went on to an 8-4 verdict over the
Waldoboro Townies at Thomaston
Sunday afternoon. The win was the
first for Thomaston in the Knox
Twilight League, while the loss
marked Waldoboro's first in the
league.
Jim Halligan. Waldoboro pitch
er. walked Fran Leary to open the
Thomaston seventh.
Leary was
sacrificed to second, went to third
on a wild pitch, and scored on a
passed ball.
Halligan then proceded to walk
Russ Kelley. A1 Barlow, and Arnie
Robinson to fill the sacks at which
time Kelley scored on another
wild toss by Halligan.
Bases on balls to Charles Beg
ley and Stan Hanna, followed by
a single by Fred Burnham had
sent Waldoboro off to a 1-0 lead
in the first inning.
Thomaston came right back

Top Value
USED CARS
KUH

'55 Chev. Pick-up
'54 Plymouth Club Coupe
'53 DeSoto Powermaster 6
Club Coupe
'53 DeSoto Firedome 8 Club
Coupe
'53 Dodge Sedan
'52 Plymouth Suburban
'52 DeSoto Powermaster 6
Sedan
'52 DeSoto Firedome 8 Sedan
'52 Plymouth Sedan
'52 Plymouth Club Coupe
'51 DeSoto Sedan
'51 Plymouth Club Coupe
'51 Plymouth Sedan
'50 DeSoto Club Coupe
'50 Pontiac Sedan
'48 Dodqe Sedan
'48 Buick Sedan
'48 Oldsmob'le Sedan
'47 Ford Tudor

A GOOD PLACE TO BUY OR
TRADE YOUR CAR

Miller's Garage Inc.
Descto — Plymouth

25-3 I Rankin Street •
ROCKLAND

with three runs in their half of
the first. Kelley singled but was
out when Newt Hodgkins reached
on a fielder’s choice. Barlow
singled and Robinson strolled to
jam the bases with Clippers.
Enos Verge produced the first
two runs with a double.
Lin
Moody’s single brought home the
third run of the inning.
This was all for Thomaston un
til the sixth frame for Halligan
set down the next 14 Clippers in a
row.
In the meantime, the Townies
came back to tie the game up
in the fifth. Waldoboro started this
frame in the same manner they
had begun the first — the walking
of Begley and Hanna.
Begley took third on Burnham’s
deep fly to right field and count
ered when he and Hanna colla
borated on a double steal. Hanna
tied matters up at 3-3 by crossing
the plate on Roger Bryant’s single.
The last of the sixth found
Robinson reaching on a free pass.
Big Arnie went to second on Halligan’s wild pickoff toss to first
base, adanced to third on a
fielder’s choice, and countered on
Bob Watt’s one base knock.
Down 4-3, the Townies knotted
the count once more in the top
of the seventh with Bryant’s sin
gle scoring Hanna from second
base. Hanna got on when Barlow
bobbled hi3 ground ball and was
sacrificed to second by Burnham.
Charlie Hopkins pitched a good
ball game for the winners
in
stifling the big Waldoboro bats,
allowing but six hits while striking
out 10 and walking six. Halligan
struck out seven and walked a
like number.
Kelley paved the way for the
Thomaston hitters with a double
and single.
Three Townie sluggers garnered
all of their hits. Burnham, Biyant
and Halligan each had two hits
with Burnham’s two base hit being
the only extra base knock of the
lot.
Waldoboro
100 020 100—4 6 3
Thomaston
300 001 22x—8 8 2
Halligan and Burnham; Hop
kins and Moody.

Nearly any Maine farm family
can keep bees. An interest in bees
and a willingness to study and
learn their habits is essential,
however. Maine Extension Bulle
tin 346, ’’Keeping Bees in Maine,”
mey be obtained from county
Extension Service offices in the
Pine Tree State,

- AUCTION Regular Sale At the
"Auetion House”, Rt. S, Belmont
Wednesday Evening, June 8th
S. C. ENGLISH
Auctioneer and Sales Mgr.
BELFAST, MAINE

CL/P*
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FULL SUMMER
SCHEDULE
FROM ROCKLAND

lo New York
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(Sun. only)
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One way fare $24.25, Round

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882 The Free Press was established In 1855,
and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $5. per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6410.

EDITORIAL

A PECULIARLY LOW TYPE OF VANDAL
There are degrees of vandalism as in all things, but a
new low was achieved by the culprits who raided the
lovely gardens of St. Peter’s Church and dug up the plants
which had been given so much thought and care.
These vandals are twice blameworthy, first for the
theft of the flowers and plants from the church property,
and secondly for stealing from the parishioners and the
public which frequents the beautiful grounds of St. Peter’s,
the joy and benefit of enjoying these gardens which were
planted to make beauty for everybody.
There are only a few of these destructive and callous
persons in this community, but their actions bring disgrace
to all.

SHE OUT-POSTS EMILY
If there is anything we like to record in this column
it is a success achieved by a man or woman from this area.
A most unusual honor has been accorded a Rockport
woman, Miss Olive Libby.
The Los Angeles Times of May 24 told of the awarding
of a distinguished service plaque to Miss Libby for her
service over a period of 39 years in seating 5,000,000 per
sons at events in the Los Angeles schools. Special tribute
was paid for her work in making arrangements for
1,500,000 candidates taking civil service examinations in
school buildings without error in date or place.
In addition Miss Libby has charge of programs for the
County and State Civil Service departments and for other
agencies meeting in school buildings.
And we are disturbed over making seating arrange
ments for half a hundred persons.

A VITAL COMMUNITY PROBLEM
There are two sides to every question, and that cer
tainly applies to the fish odors that engulf Rockland every
time the wind is out of the easterly or northeasterly quarter.
The two plants concerned are vital to the great fish
industry of Rockland, and in addtiion give employment to
a considerable number of persons on their own account.
They certainly occupy an important place in the city’s
economy and nobody wants to disturb any income-producing
business if it can be avoided.
The other side of the picture is found in the nauseat
ing odors that overspread the city when conditions are right.
Local residents suffer in silence, but summer visitors and
out-of-town shoppers are vocal and vigorous in their com
plaints.
The question is a critical one. We do not know the
exact origin of the smells and feel that in fairness, this
could only be determined by a careful and impartial inves
tigation. We do know that one plant made a considerable
investment in equipment said to be guaranteed to eliminate
all odors when properly used. This angle could of course
be settled by the investigation mentioned.
We are on the doorstep of the busy summer season
which unfortunately is the time the odors become most no
ticeable. It seems only right and good sense that it be
determined if these offensive odors can be eliminated
through reasonable expense and diligence. If that can be
done and has not been done, or if it is determined that no
method exists to control these odors, then a course of action
remains to be chosen.
It is a community problem and a most vital one.

IT'S DARKEST JUST BEFORE THE DAWN
In 1829 Waterville Academy was founded and in due
time came to be known by its present name. Coburn Clas
sical Institute. Its growth in prestige and service to edu
cation in Maine developed through the years and it came
to be rated as one of Maine’s great preparatory schools,
on a par with Hebron end ether such fine institutions.
The sharpest of competition and unavoidable surround
ing circumstances took a toll and the school had its ups
and downs until a year ago a dynamic new principal brought
a new lease of life to Coburn, an improved scholastic stand
ing and morale and a bettered physical plant which fired
the alumni with new zeal.
Then disaster struck last Feb. 22 in the form of a fire
which destroyed utterly the magnificent main buildings,
with only nominal insurance. Classes are being held in the
Thayer Hall with makeshift arrangements. What the future
may hold for this fine school which stood on the threshold
of a new and bright career is problematical. What action
can be taken by friends in the way of major gifts, of alumni
in contributions and what other funds may be obtained has
not been made public.
But we have the faith to believe that a new and stronger
Coburn Classical Institute will arise from the ashes. It
takes, many times, a major disaster to arouse the latent
strength and basic surrounding friendships and support of
a man or an institution. Something of that inherent charac
ter that makes us so sure Coburn will rise triumphant over
her present distressing estate is that as a spontaneous ges
ture of good will and good neighborliness the Colby College
fraternity group contributed 500 man hours of labor to aid
in clearing the debris.
Truly Coburn is faced with a monumental task but the
very magnitude of the situation it faces will call forth that
inspired loyalty that begets ultimate victory, with always
the darkest hours preceding the dawn of achievement.

Standard Weights

Y

lv.

Ar. 10:26 AM

3:53 AM

Ar. 10:57 AM

Z far. 10 00 AM
Z

Lv.

3:54 PM

Ar.

5 04 PM

lv.

7:29 PM

Ar.

9:11 PM

One way fore $12.20; Round

(Y

Trip $23.20 plus tax

Will not operate after 6/22/55; Z

service start* 6/23/55)

SCHEDULE IN EASTERN DAYLITE TIME

EXTRA RIGHTS WEEKENDS

•

HALF FARE FAMILY PLAN during midweek . . . .Tuesdays, Wed

nesdays, Thursdays pay one full fare, rest of family flies half-faro
.... including long Thursday to Tuesday weekend.

h'ortesf

Airlines

Call your Trav.l Agent er Northeast at Rockland 804

I Bushel—Lbt I
Apples ---------------------------------- 44
Apples, dried _________________ 25
Barley _____________ _________ 46
Beans ______________
6f
Beans. Lima _______________ 56
Beans, snell________________ _ 26
Beans. Soy ___ ____ _______ _
58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
po’.e __ .......................... ............... 59
Beans, string _________ _______ 24
Beans. Windsor (broad) ............ «’
Beets _ _____________________ 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel _________ 6f
Beets, sugar ........._______________

60

Beets, turnip_________________
Beet Greens____ ....__________
Blackberries__________________
Blueberries ___________ ___ ___
Bran and Shorts____ _________
CarTots __ ________ __________
Com. cracked ________________
Com Indian ___ _____________
Cranberries__________________
Currants ____________________
Dandelions
_______ ...

tr
12 i
*
42
2(

Feed ________________________
Hair ..........................................
Kale ..............
Lime_ _____
Meal (except oatmeal)________
Meal, rye...............
Millet. Japanese _____________
Oats ______________
Onions______________________
Parsley ____
Parsnips __ ...._____________ __
Peaches, dried_________
Pears ________ ........----- —------ -

THIRTEENTH CLASS OF

Fifty - eight Midshipmen will
KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE
Won
Lost graduate from the Maine Mari
i St. George
1
0
time Academy in Castine on Sat
Rockland
1
1
urday
as third mates and third as
Waldoboro
1
1
sistant engineers, it was announced
Thomaston
1
2
today by Superintendent, Rear-,
Games This Week
Admiral W. W. Warlick, USN (ret.)
Waldoboro at St. George — To
The graduation address will be
night.
given by James J. Lyons, Jr., na
Rockland at Waldoboro — Thurstional secretary-treasurer of the
I day.
Propellor Club of the United
KNOX SUBURBAN LITTLE
States.
LEAGUE
The two-day festivities on the
Won
Lost campus will begin on Friday eve
j Rockport
3
1
ning. with the graduation banquet
Camden Knoxera
3
1
in Richardson Hall at 6.30, fol
Thomaston
2
2
lowed by the commencement dance
Camden Lions
0
4
to be held in the Captain Quick
Games This Wi-ek
gymnasium.
At 8 o’clock Saturday morning,
Thomaston at Camden Knoxcrs
the Battalion of Midshipmen will
— Tonight.
Rockport at Thomaston — Fri assemble in formation for morning
colors, and at 10 o’clock the Mid
day.
Camden Knoxers at Camden shipmen will march to Ritchie
Field for ceremonies that will in
Lions — Friday.
clude the inspection of the bat
ROCKLAND LITTLE LEAGUE
,
talion.
Won
Lost
At
noon
a
buffet
luncheon
will
Lions
4
0
be served in Richardson Hall for
Kiwanis
2
2
i
the midshipmen and guests.
IOOF
2
3
Commencement exercises will be
Rotary
1
4
held outdoors in front of Dismukes
Games This Week
Hall at 2 o’clock with the gradu
Kiwanis at Lions — Tonight.
ating Midshipmen clad in dress
IOOF at Rotary — Wednesday. white uniforms.
1
IOOF at Kiwanis — Thursday.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

NOTICE
After this date I will pay no
bilb other than those contracted
by myself.
Russell W. Staples, Jr.
June 6. 1955.
68:70
NEW Piano Accordion. 120-bass
for sale. Accordiar.a by Ecelsior.
also good used 8 cu ft. elec, re
frigerator. TEL. 590-W.
68-70
1952

FULLY

Equipped

Nash

Rambler Convertible for sale.
Just the thing for summer driv
ing, 20-22 miles per gallon. Ideal
"second” car. TEL. 229.
68‘70
FULL Size Boy s Bicycle, good
con. for sale also comb, screen
door.
ARTHUR JORDAN. Tel.
1245._________
68-70
HANDSOME

Bay

Mare

for

sale, four years; 600 lbs. Clever.
Ride or drive, $185.
TURFFS.
Washington. Tel.
16-21.
68-70
THAYER Baby Carriage for
sale, good cond. Call at 253 CAM
DEN ST., after 6 p. m.
68’70
THREE year old Jersey Cow
for sale. FRANK TAYLOR. St.
George Rd.
68*lt
FOUND: Brown and white fe
male hound, in Thomaston. CALL
1690 under dog law.
68-70
FOUND: Male black and white
shepherd type Pup in downtown
area. Call 1670 under dog law.
___________________ 68-70
FIRST Floor Apt. to let. Five
rooms and
bath.
Completely
furn.; also heat, lights and water.
Central location. Inquire at 7
Masonic St., City. TEL. 1536-M.
68 70

Superintendent Warlick will give
the address of welcome, followed
by the introduction of honored
guests by Ralph A. Leavitt of Port
land. president of the Academy
board of trustees.

uating class are members of the
engineering department and will
receive their license as third as
sistant engineer, while 23 are
members of the deck department
and will receive their license as
third mate. Graduates who quali
fy. also receive a commission as
ensign in the United States Naval
Reserve.

Legion Junior Bali

The graduation address will be
given by Mr. Lyons, followed by Squad Draws 25 At
the presentation of honors and
awards, administration of oaths, Camden Practice
presentation of diplomas, degrees,
The first official practice of the
Naval Reserve commissions, and
Coast Guard license as third mates newly organized Knox County Jun
and third assistant engineers.
ior Legion ball club was held on

Mr. Lyons, the commencement Saturday at Camden with more
speaker, has served for the past than 25 boys reporting to Coach
three years as historical secretary- Beryl Leach.
Assisting at the
treasurer of the Propellor Club
practice session were Carl Cortof the United States. Prior to this
rell and Harold Ogier.
appointment he served as assistant
A second practice has been
corporation counsel, City of New
called for tomorrow evening at 6
York, and was legal consultant to
o’clock with a postponement date
special assistant attorney general
of Friday if the Wednesday prac
of the United States Department
tice is rained out.
of Justice. Mr. Lyons served on
I Coach Leach has stated that it
active duty in the Navy for 10 is not too late for other interested
years, serving as personal Aide boys in Knox county to report
and executive assistant to three for the team and has urged that
admirals. He holds the rank of bays report at any of the prac
9
Lieutenant Commander, in the tice sessions. The team from Knox
Naval Reserve. He also served County, which is the first for this
as a military member of the U. S. i area, will compete with other
delegation to the United Nations Junior Legion clubs in many sec
General Assembly in Paris in 1951. , tion of the state during the com

Thirty-five members of the grad- ing season.

EASTERN MAINE'S LARGEST APPLIANCE STORE

HAROLD B. KALER
WASHINGTON, MAINE

TELEPHONE 5-25

SPRING IS HERE AND, So Am I
7

HOW ABOUT A NEW GLENWOOD RANGE
TO BRIGHTEN UP THAT KITCHEN
We have all models, a good line of BREAKFAST SETS, ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATERS, all
models and linings, we handle BATHROOM SETS both white and colored, pipe and fittings,
we can sell you bathroom sets, sinks and piping also.

F.H.A. no down payment, 36 months to pay. We sell any and all appliances for homes.

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY.

We never had a sale, we never had a Mark Down. Below
is just a fair sample of Kaler’s low prices.

We are large

>

buyers—the buying public gets the benefit.

BENDIX HOME FREEZERS
TO BE SOLD AT WHOLESALE PRICES
15 AND 20 CU. FT. CAPACITY
What a Deal, What a Slaughter of High Prices. Never Before Have You Been Able To
Buy Freezers Delivered To Your Home For These Colossal Low Prices. It Is Sensational,
Terrific and Almost Unbelievable. (Again Kaler Leads the Way for LOWER PRICES ON
ALL APPLIANCES). A Good Buy, and This Is a Good Place to Buy.

Bendix

91/^

ADEFROST,C

Refrigerator

$289"

anywhere in America

by

GREYHOUND

Fast bound Buses Leave:
6.30 a.nt., 11.00 a. m. 6.10 p.m.

RANGOR
BELFAST
ST. STEPHEN
HALIFAX

O.W. R.T.
SI.75 $ 3.15
.70 1.80
5.25 9.45
17.20 31.00

Westbound Buses Leave:
10.20 a. m., 9.05 p.m.

BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
HARTFORD, CONN.
CINCINNATI
WASHINGTON
ST. LOUIS

4.95
9.45
11.55
7.80
25.00
14.50
29.90

Bendix 15“ Freezer
Bendix 20 Freezer

$299"
’399"

The Crosley Refrigerator LINES
See the New Colored Youngstown Sinks

8.96
17.05
20.80
14.05
46.00
26.10
63.85

Plus Tax.
Times Shown are Standard Time

Trip $46 10 plus tax

to Boston

i

1

50 ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Telephone 563-R
11 Rockland, Me.
12
• . . and on many trips anjoy tho
70
sensational now air-ride buses
50
SCENICRUISIH
50
and the Highway Traveler
25
32
52
8
45
S3
58

1

A Lot of Bendix Refrigerators At Wholesale Prices
We Sell the DUOMATIC, that washes and dries in 1 unit

All Guaranteed for 5 yrs., 10% Down Payment, balance in 24 months, and financed thru
the NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK OF BOSTON, the largest and best Bank and Finance Co.
in New England.
We carry everything in the Appliance Line. BENDIX and CROSLEY lines. Both wringer
and AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC WASHERS, GLENWOOD STOVE UNES, all Models YOUNGSTOWN
SINK LINES, BENDIX and CROSLEY LINES, MAJESTIC STOVE LINES, INTERNATIONAL-HAR
VESTER LINES, FAIRBANKS-MORSE LINES, FRIGIDAIRE LINES, DUO-THERM HEATER LINES,
POWER LAWN MOWERS, in fact, all standard lines, and at prices you can offord to pay.
WE ALSO CARRY ALL STANDARD TELEVISION LINES, INSTALLED IF YOU WISH. WE HAVE
THE MOTO POWER LAWN MOWER, 17Vi Blade, for $89.95. ALSO FAIRBANKS-MORSE
MOWERS, SUNBEAM ROTARY and Other Makes.

As I Have Said Before, I am in the Appliance Business. DON'T FORGET THAT, and by all
means Don't Forget the Prices I Have Quoted, Lower than all CHAIN STORES, and Lower
Than Ever Quoted Bv Me or Any Other Dealer. THIS IS A REAL DEAL, GUESS YOU COULD
aU IT A NEW DEAL, and Only Through My COLOSSAL BUYING POWER ARE THESE
PRICES AVAILABLE TO YOU. SEE THESE FREEZERS BEFORE THEY ARE SOLD.

t

WE HAVE THE PLANET JR., TRACTOR LINE, 1-TW0 5 HORSE POWER MOWERS, PLOWS,
CULTIVATORS, DISC HARROWS. Look Them Over.

JUST RECEIVED—50 BREAKFAST SETS, THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN KNOX COUNTY.

Harold B. Kaler

60,

50
56 ,
12 I
40

WASHINGTON, MAINE

TELEPHONE5-25

OPEN 7 DAIS A WEEK
47-68

I

Tuesday-Thursdoy-Saturday

A

▼
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Page Three

Firemen were called Saturday!
morning for a fire in the ovens at
TALK OF THE TOWN
the Paramount restaurant.
The
fire was extinguished with no dam
age reported to the restaurant
Persons qualified to receive fed
equipment.
Coming Events
eral foods through the city wel
department
may obtain
tBocial and community event* fare
On Sunday morning the Rock
are solicited (or this calendar. All cheese Wednesday from 9 a. m. to land fire department was called
are free and space here canaot be 4 p. m. at the office on Spring
when a fice was discovered in a
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
pile of boards at 39 Lime Street.
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can Street.
not be accepted. The decision of
A matress thrown on the boards
the editor Is final.]
Midshipman
James
Frank was discovered to be burning and
June 7—Miriam Rebekah Lodge Healey of Jacksonville, Florida, was quickly extinguished.
meets at Odd Follows Hall 7.30 having completed one year of
p. m.
study at Annapolis,
embarked
June 10—Golden Rod Chapter
Saturday on the USS H. F. Bauer Municipal Court
OES.
June 10—Commencement Ball at (DM 26) for a summer cruise. He
In Municipal Court on Saturday
Community Building.
will visit. Spain, England and
June 10-12 inc. Elks Convention at Cuba, returning to the academy morning, Judge Alfred Strout ruled
that Merwyn Harvey of Belfast
Samose' Bote'
June 14—RHS Class Night and last on Sept. 3. Midshipman Healey is had violated the terms of his pro
a nephew of Miss Augusta B.
assembly.
bation and ordered him to serve
June 16—RHS Graduation, Com Healey and the grandson of the
a 30 day jail sentence. The jail
munity Building.
late Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Healey
June 16-18, Maine Osteopathic As
sentence had been suspended and
sociation Seminar at Samoset of Rockland.
| the man placed on probation after
Hotel.
! he was found guilty on Nov. 16
June 17 — Rockland High School
Two cars received minor damage
Alumni Association meets at the in a collision near the corner of of a charge of non-support of two
minor children. Probation officer
high school at 7.30 p. m.
June 17 — Women’s Educational Main and Warren streets early Earl Porter reported that Harvey
Club meets at Moody Cottage, Monday afternoon according Rock had made only two of the weekly
The ear in which three Camden youths were injured Sunday noon on Route 1 in Camden is shown
Ash Point. 2 p. ni.
land police. Police reported that
wedged between u large tree and a guard fence. The light sedan traveled a distance of more than 90
June 17-18-19—State American Le a car operated by Maynard Car pafyments which the court had feet in the ditch after the driver, Peter Broun. 17. of Camden, lost control of the vehicle as he tried to
ordered him to pay.
gion Convention in Augusta.
slow down for an approaching truck. The ear struck a culvert and bouneed onto the highway and then
ter of Camden Street, Rockland,
. . . •
July 4—Independence Day
back into Ihe ditch landing in the position shown. Brown suffered back contusions in the crash and ts
was
pulling
from
the
curb
when
it
Henry A. Conary of Thomaston being held at the (amden Community Hnapital for observation. Two companions. David Hopkins and Law
July 6—Canton Lafayette Auxili
was struck by a car operated by pleaded guilty in Municipal Court rence Nash, also of ( amden, were taken to the hospital for observation following the erash and released.
ary meetsOdd Fellows Hall.
July 7—Emblem Club meets Elks Roscoe Fuller of Union. Damage Saturday morning to a charge of The ear was headed toward Belfast at the lime of the crash. A trailer truck, operated by Paul E. Grant
Home 8 p. m.
of Belfast, was approaching from the other direction and Brown attempted to slow down to allow the
to each of the cars was estimated speeding on Main Street in Roektruck to swing by a ear which was parked off the road in a driveway The accident was investigated by
July 15. Union—American Legion
at
approximately
$50.
|
land
on
May
30.
He
paid
a
fine
of
Sergeant Harry Brown and Trooper Harvey Childs of the State Police and Camden Police thief John
Auxiliary Fair on the Common,
I’flon 3pm
$10 and costs of $3.70 on the charge Rainfrette.
Photo by Kelley
Aug. 5-6-7—Maine Seafoods Festi
Charles Coolbroth, Jr., of Ten which was brought by Rockland
val at Rockland.
have been visiting with relatives business meeting was held.
All able provision has been made for
ants Harbor was injured early police.
Aug. 11-13—North Haven American
left Sunday for New- York where officers of the past year were re the self-employed.
♦ * • •
Sunday afternoon when the panel
Legion Festival.
Muriel Gray of 14 Willow Street, they will visit with her sister be elected as follows: president. Mrs.
Aug. 17—Community Fair at South truck which he was driving went
Identical bills, known generally
Thomaston.
out of control on the hill in front Rockland, was found guilty of a fore returning home. Mr. Young Ida Bidmead; first vice president, as the Jenkins-Keogh bills, have
Aug. 23 to 27, inc. Union Fair
left
on
Friday
for
Indiana.
Mrs. Carrie Gilchrest; second vice been introduced in both branches
of the Knox Mansion in Thomas charge of operating a motor vehi
The executive committee of the president, Mrs. Marion Green;
ton and left the road. State police cle without a license and was
of Congress in an effort to sew
Extensive damage was done to
reported that the truck traveled ordered to pay court costs of $3.70 Friends in Council met at the third vice president, Mrs. Lena up this hole in the pension um
two vehicles involved in a colli
more than 150 feet in the ditch after a fine was suspended. The home of the president, Mrs. Richardson; secretary, Mrs. Adele brella. Their purpose is to en
sion at the intersection of Cres
before coming to rest on the side Rockland woman had entered a George E. Hersom, on Friday to Hopkins; treasurer, Mrs. Mildred courage. but not compel, savings
cent and Pacific streets in Rock
of a high bank near the junction plea of not guilty to the charge discuss a program for the coming Norton. Mrs. Alice Buck was for retirement by self-employed
land Saturday afternoon but no
of Route 131 and Route 1. Cool- that she had a license from the year. Following the meeting tea elected a new member of the persons, and also by employed
personal injuries resulted accord
was served by the hostess.
executive committee. Twenty-four persons whose employers have
troth, who was alone at the time state ol South Carolina.
ing to the report of Rockland
The Ladies Circle of the Con members were present.
of the crash, told police that he
not provided either pension or
police.
The police report stated
gregational Church has been in
could not account for the cause
profit-sharing plans for them. This
that a car operated by Walter
vited to the cottage of Mrs. Ruth
of the crash but believed that
would be done by offering certain
A.M.A.
Points
Out
Davis, 50, of Waldoboro was
CAMDEN
Humphrey, Coleman Pond, Wed
he blacked out because of illness.
moderate tax benefits and defer
struck by a vehicle driven by
nesday. The hostess will provide Hole In Pension
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
The Tenants Harbor man was
ments to people wishing to save
Leroy Thompson, 50. of 14 Holmes
Correspondent
the
luncheon.
Transportation
is
taken to the Knox County General
for retirement in an approved
Telephone 2197
Street, Rockland. Davis told police
available from the Parish House Plan Umbrella
Hospital where he was treated
manner.
that he had stopped for the stop
at 10 a. m.
for a head injury and brusies and
President Eisenhower, among
sign at the intersection and then
An editorial in the Journal of
The Friends in Council are
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith of
and later released. The accident
started across thinking that no
the American Medical Association legions of others, has spoken of
was investgated by State Troop Providence, R. I., are guests of sponsoring a class in upholstering
cars were approaching. Damage
observes that there “is a gaping the importance of encouraging
er Lawrence Chapman and State his brother and sister-in-law, Mr. beginning Thursday, June 9 at 10
to the right rear of the Davis car
hole
in the pension umbrella that private pension plans. And the
a. m. in the Barn at 82 Elm
and Mrs. Murray Smith.
Trooper Cecil Waterhouse, Jr.
was estimated at $200 and dam
has
been
raised over an aging AMA Journal’s editorial made a
Street.
Club
members
or
anyone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moody
age to the front of the Thompson
population
by
the federal govern
interested
may
contact
Mrs.
and family left Sunday for Wis
BORN
vehicle was estimated at $250.
ment during the past two dec
Starrett — At Knox Hospital, consin where they will visit Mrs. George E. Hersom. at the above
ades.”
That gaping hole affects
June 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Moody's parents. Enroute they address, further information.
SAYWARD'S
The Rockland Extension Associa Starrett of Warren, a daughter. will visit with relatives in NewThe regular meeting of Maiden self-employed people—professional
Mu
thieson
—
At
Eastern
Maine
tion will meet at 10.30 Thursday at
Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be held men, merchants, independent sales
York and Chicago.
TEXACO
men, and the rest.
the American Legion Home for an General Hospital. Bangor, June
Mrs. William Rogers of Bos on Wednesday evening at 7.30 p.
5. to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth MaBack in 1942, Congress provided
all day session. Subject for the day thieson (Eleanor Payson), a son. ton spent the weekend at her m. A memorial service will fol
for a system whereby employers’
will be, lefinishing furniture, in
low the business sesion.
Sim mons — At Mineral Wells. home in Lincolnville Beach.
STILL ON PARK STREET
charge of Eugene Lamb. Dinner Texas. June 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
The Ladies Circle of the Chest contributions to pension funds
Miss
Pauline
Dillingham
of
George
Simmons.
Jr.,
(Cynthia
DOING BUSINESS AND
would
be
considered
business
ex

will be sereved at noon, with Mrs.
Houston, Texas, arrived Saturday nut Street Baptist Church met at
Ames of Spruce Head), a son.
pense, if the particular plans were
Minerva Small. Mrs. Bladys Studthe
home
of
Mrs.
Dorothy
Hersom
to spend the summer at her home
jCOULD STAND A LOT MORE.!
ley and Miss Ruth Libby in charge.
last Wednesday for a covered dish approved by the Bureau of Inter
DIED
on Dillingham Point.
nal Revenue. Some 20.000,000 em 96-98 PARK ST.
Members are reminded to bring
TEL. 81«0fi
Chase—At Thomaston, June 5,
Mrs. Harold Young and two chil luncheon and the annual birthday
dishes and silver.
Ezedcna Victory Chase, wife of dren of Cedar Lake. Indiana, who party and final meeting of the ployed taxpayers are covered un
68'lt|
Alton J. Chase, age 71 years. Fu
year. Following the luncheon the der that system. But no compar
neral
services
Wednesday,
1
p.
m.
Have a lawn of velvety green
Haveyou picked out that new
from Davis Funeral Home. Thom
beauty. Let us fertilize it the easy, aston. Interment in Village Cem spring
Coat yet? At
reduced
—n*
economical way with Fertilene. We etery.
prices
now. Lucien K. Green
Tabbutt—At Rockland. June 5.
do it for you and have the modem
and
Son,
city.
68-69
Poland Tabbutt of
efficient equipment. It is the best Josephine
way to have a beautiful lawn. Call Thomaston and formerly of Ten
ants Harbor, age 85 years. Fu
card of thanks
for details 1371, Maritime Oil Com neral services Wednesday, 3 p.
I wish to thank the nurses and
pany, Rockland, but call early for m. from Davis Funeral Home. nurses’ Aids of Knox County
Hospital and special
the time is now.
65*69 Thomaston, Rev. George Gledhill General
□fficiating. Interment in Village thanks to Dr. Donald Brown for
Cemetery.
the wonderful care, while I was |
You are cordially invited to visit
Gray—At Camden, June 4, Mrs. a patient there; also I wish to
The Edward Gonia Store, Rock- Josie Emma Gray, age 64 years. thank my friends and relatives
land, and see the lovely gifts for Funeral services today at 2.30 'nr the nice cards and letters.
Mrs. Grace Lewis.
all occasions.
60-tf p. m. from residence of Simmons 68*lt
Moody of Islesboro. Interment in
Greewood Cemetery, Rev. Fred
CARD OF THANKS
erick Barton officiating.
I wish to express my deep ap
Prescott—At Camden, June 5, preciation to Drs. Dennison. Al
PUBLIC PARTY
George Wentworth Prescott, age len and Worthing, also the nurses
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M. 80 years. Funeral services Wed of Knox Hospital for their kind
nesday at 10 a. m. from the resi nesses. To the many friends who
Tower Room • Community Bldg. dence
on Chestnut Street. Inter sent me cards, flowers and the
Aospices Knights of Columbus
ment in Mountain View Cemetery, wonderful gift. I am deeply
47-TATh-tl Rev. J. G. P. Sherburne, officia grateful.
Hilda D. Aspey,
ting.
Warren.
68-lt
|

A
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♦
*

BENDIX DUOMATIC
♦
WASHER AND DRYER ♦
HOUSE - SHERMAN INC. I

442 MAIN ST..
TEL 721J
ROCKLAND, MAINE
7

Fi
A

H 0 R N D I K E
HOTEL
Complete Lancheon

9 8c
Serving 11.30 to 2 p. m.
43-tf

Camden Crash Injures Three Youths

The steel industry is now in a population increases that projected
dynamic position among the great trends now indicate, and you see
growth Industries and is faced with its import alike for the economic
future of our industry and the ris
the possibility of a further sub
ing standard of living for all Ameri
stantial increase in its capacity in
cans.
the near future, said Max D. How
"The high competitive conditions
ell,
executive vice president,
American Iron and Steel Institute, under wihich steel is made and
marketed in this country have un
in New: York recently.
Although the industry has in doubtedly been spurring the indus
creased its annual ingot capacity try’s steady growth and progress’’
At every stage of the industry’s
from 99,000.000 tons in 1950 to
nearly 128.000 000 tons at the start work, engineering and scientific
of this year, the use of steel is research are increasingly evident,
growing constantly, Mr. Howell told Mr. Howell said. Another import
1200 steel executives at the 63d ant trend is the relative stability
that has come into the industry as
general meeting of the Institute.
Mr. Howell estimated that in the a result of its long-term work in
first half of this year the steel pro developing products for consumers'
duction of the United States prob goods markets.
“The consumer-and-capital goods
ably will exceed 57.000,000 tons.
If the high rate of output continues mix in our steel production—and
through the last half of this year, the new uses and applications of
the total puroductlon for 1955 will steel—have been a prime factor in
be over 114.000.000 tons, a new the emergence of the industry
manual record, he said. This pro from its old-time feast-or-famine
duction would represent 91 per status,” he said.
The progress in the steel industry
cent of the present rated capacity.
“For this industry the future is is bring fully shared by its em
bright indeed.” said Mr. Howell. ployees, Mr. Howell pointed out.
“We have a big job to do. As It has maintained its position as a
Meanwhile,
someone has said, the American high waye payer.
people are ‘wanters.’ Their wants working environments have been
are going to require a great deal improved.

of steel.
"The success of the steel indus
try' in developing new uses and
markets for its products is evi
denced statistically in expanding
steel consumption as measured on
a per capita basis,” he continued.
“View this factor against the large

big point when it said: “If selfemployment continues to become
less and less attractive in an era
of fringe benefits, small labor and
small business will surely be
swallowed up by large labor and
large business. Patching the hole
in the pension umbrella will make
se-lf-employment more attractive."

[ DAIRY SUPPER «
’

Sponsored by
OWLS HEAD GRANGE

>

AT THE GRANGE HALL
— MENU —

[

|
Fish Chowder
> Salad
Crackers
Pickles
. Assorted Pies and Puddings
[
Coffee
Milk
Tea

Children 35c u

| Adults 75c

>

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8

J
I

5.30 to 7.OS P. M.
PUBLIC PARTY
FOLLOWING SUPPER
67-68

♦♦♦♦<

IVktj jCiatifthj
Liability Insurance Isn't "To Protect the Other Car"—
It's To Protect YOU:
1.

Against suits for damage to property or injury to
others;

2.

Against the loss of your savings or of your property;

3.

Against legal costs in defending yourself—even if
you're not liable.

IV. C. £M wi Siuu
14 SCHOOL STREET

TEL. 393

ROCKLAND
es-T-tf

?■

>

.

....

£\\\\\\\\\\\V

DAVIS

MAMIE'S TAXI

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

for this wide-open beauty

Formerly Morse's Taxi

OLD AND NEW

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

ihe new kind ofhardtop-

Tfte 4-Door Riviera 1

Leah Davis Brooks
Serving Knox County since 1875
56-tf

HERE seems to he some confusion about
what a hardtop really is, and we’d like
to set the matter straight.

T

CALL 1371-for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

%

MARITIME OIL CO.

BURPEE

14-tf

Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN. Prop
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL 390
110 LLMF.ROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

FURTHER SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE
IN STEEL OUTPUT IS POSSIBLE

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

UVE

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

A hardtop is a car that looks like a Convert

You see one pictured here. It’s the

ible with the top up —but has a solid steel
roof overhead—and no center posts in the

4-Door Riviera. And it’s taking the country

side window areas.

Because here, at long last, is an automobile

L’p until just recently, it could he built in

with the sleek and sporty styling of a true

volume only with two doors-not more —
because it would take wholly new struc
tural principles to hinge another set of
doors without floor-to-roof center posts.

hardtop-but with separate doors for rearseat passengers, plus the added room of a full-

But Buick came up with those new struc

with the buoyant ride of Buick’s all-coil
springing-the walloping might of Buick’s
record-high Y8 power-the whip-quick

tural principles and is now building—in
volume —hardtops w ith four doors.

And it’s av ailable in Buick’s two lowest*

priced Series — the budget-tagged 188-hp
SPECIAL, and the high-performance 236-hp
CENTURY, illustrated here.
Come visit us for a first-hand meeting with
the 4-Door Riviera—and see how quickly

size Buick Sedan.

On top of that, this beauty is all Buick —

and how easily the last word in automobiles
can be yours.
*DyneHou Drite it itaojerd
extra cost oh other Serin.

oh

Roedtneiter, optutnel n

is Buick

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for

MILTON BERlE STARS FO* BUICK -

See ’he Buick-Berle Show Altornote Tuevdoy Evenings

■ WHIN IETTK AUTOMOBILES AM

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.
CAU NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
43-tf
ssssi

by storm ...

getaway and sizable gas savings of Buick’s
spectacular Variable Pitch Dynaflow.*

BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM ■

c. w. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
712 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1000-W

ROCKLAND, MAINE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once (or SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents for each Une, half price each additional time nsed.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU "blind ads” so called, 1. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name shonld appear on all classified ads to secnre best results,
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
AIJ. CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
aa received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
acoounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

FOR SALE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FOR SALE

day evening and will be assisted
in serving by Mrs. Doris Payson,
UNION
Mrs. Irene Knight and Mrs. Chris
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD tine Barker.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ripley re
Telephone 10-24
cently entertained her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mayhew’
The Owaissa 4-H Club meeting and son. Raymond, also Mrs. Eliz
last week was conducted by the abeth Gunn of Erving. Mass.
Walter Rich I
leader, Mrs. Veda Scott. There
Mr. and Mrs
were 10 members present with a daughter Bonnie observed her
discussion of 4-H work.
eighth birthday Wednesday by en
Albert Berry was the only one tertaining the following guests,
of his class to be chosen for the Sally Leach. Bonnie Brown. Don
National Honor Society,’the high na Wiley, Carol Jackson, Peggy
est honor to be given by the Went McAllister, Janet Ivari, Lorraine
Messer. Jo Ann Kennedy, Lorraine
worth Institute of Boston.
Mrs. Eleanor Heald will enter Rich. Mrs. Lawrence Morton. Mrs.
tain the Christmas Club Wednes- Loretta Rich, Mrs. Shirley Bosser
and son Geoffry. Ice cream and
cake were served.
WANTED
Mrs. Constance Durkee. district
CAPTAIN Wanted for 55' schoon deputy grand matron of District
er. Must have motor boat license. 11. O.E.S., Mrs. Leatrice Burns
Summer season but possible winter
employment in south. State age, and Mrs. Mae Burnham, attended
experience, salary. GERALD G. a district school of instruction
WOODS, Portsmouth. N. H. 68-70 held at Rosewood Chapter, O.E.S.,
STEWARD Wanted.
All-round in Searsmont on Friday.
ship's cook for 10 people daily. No
Baccalaureate services for the
Sundays. State age. experience,
salkry.
GERALD G. WOODS. High School graduating class will
Portsmouth, N. H.
68-70 be held at the Methodist Church on
APPLICATIONS being accepted the evening of Sunday June 12.
for all time bookkeeper. SENTER- Rev. Harry Trask of the Nazar
CRANE'S.
68-70 ene Church w’ill deliver the bacca
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for one laureate sermon.
at cottage for summer. TEL. Mrs.
Orient Chapter O.E.S., Circle
Sturtevant. Rockland 793-W
68-tf will serve a luncheon Saturday,
MIDDLE-AGED refined woman June 11. to the Maine State But
would like light housework or care ton Society, committee members
for invalid. APPLY 22 Lindsey
Street, City.
68 70 are Mae Burnham, Leatrice Burns
Mary Gurney and Alice Williams.
MAN Wanted, full or part time
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Ro well
bar attendant. Night work. Neat
appearance. Hotel experience pre and Mrs. Myra Collins visited re
ferred but not necessary. Write cently with relatives in Waltham,
giving age and particulars. BOX
B. J., % The Courier-Gazette. 68-70 Mass.
Miss Patty Farrow’ and Miss
LAWN Mowers wanted to grind.
Precision job guaranteed. Quick Kathy Guyette will be among the
service. BILL BLACK, 427 Old pupils participating at a music re
County Rd.
66-68 cital Thursday evening, June 9. at
the Episcopal Church in Camden.

VINALHAVEN
SOPHRONIA TOLMAN
Correspondent
Telephone 88-2
Mrs. Sylvia Waterman has re-'
turned home to North Haven after j
sPendin^ Memorial Day and visitfriends in her home town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Specht
have returned to Worcester, Mass., I
after spending the weekend with
Mrs. Specht’s parents, Mr. and j
Mrs. Ernest Philbrook and fam-1
Hy*

Miss Dorothy Philbrook has re
turned to Worcester, Mass., after
spending the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Phil
brook and family. She had as a
guest Pfc. William DeKoskie, sta
tioned at Fort Devens.

NEW 12 Ft. Skiff for sale. $60.00.
ANTIQUES. Furniture. Glass
Chinaware for sale. HOBBY AN Can be seen at ARTHUR Y. I
TIQUE SHOP, Union. Rt. 17. CROCKETT'S, 4 Curtis Ave., Cam-1
Mrs. Philip Rhinelander and
68*70 !
Closed Sundays.
68*104 den, Me.
daughter Helen
of Brookline.
COMB. Oil and Gas Stove for |
FLOWER and Vegetable Plants
Mass., were in towm for the week
for sale, also English Daisies and sale. $15.; also black stove with
end.
Fox Glove. STILES FARM, Cam new oil burners. $30. TEL. Union
67*69
Hudson Conway returned home
den Rd., Rt. I, Rockport, opposite 50-22.
Oakwood Inn.
66tf
Saturday. May 28. and is feeling
124,-FOOT Boat with 4.2 out
board motor for sale. $68. Call
fine after a long illness.
GOOD USED CARS
1946 Ford
$195. after 5 p. m., 481 Old County Rd..
Mrs. Carrie Mullen who spent the
TEL
695W.
67*69
1940 Chevrolet
150.
winter and spring with her son and
1949 Ford
395.
1946 Mercury, 4 door sedan for!
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Les
1946 Chevrolet
250. sale, excellent condition, private [
ter Mullen of Brighton, Mass., and
1949 Chevrolet
495. owner. WRITE A. Y., % Courier1950 Hillman Minx
395. Gazette.
67*69
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
1950 Chevrolet
695.
and Mrs. William Fraser of Phila
KODAK 35 with R/F, case, flash, I
1950 Chevrolet
495
delphia, Penn., returned home Sat
1951 Chevrolet
696. lots of extras for sale. Tel. 790.
67-tf
1949 Ford Pick-up
550. MIL HARY.
urday.
•
ELECTROLUX Cleaner for sale,
1948 Dodge
150.
The Garden Club will meet in
like new, $25. CALL Rockland
E. A. MUNSEY or
Union Church vestry Friday night,
163-M.____________ 6769
COMMUNITY AUTO SALES
at 7 o’clock. There will be a
Tel. 1778
Tel. 1966
PIGS at $12 each for sale.
90 Camden Street
CHAS. GRINNELL, Burketville,
workshop direcvted by Mrs. Went
68-70 Tel. Washington 12-5.
67*72
worth Stewart of Damariscotta.
TOMATO Plants for sale: Har
SHERER 10’ Meat Case for sale,
Each member is asked to bring an
also U. S. Meat Slicer, Enterprise ris’ Long Red, Fireball, Rutgers,
arrangement of flow’ers.
E. R. MORSE,
Meat Chopper, Burroughs Cash and Moreton.
Register, Sanitary Scales, 2 Cha- Hawthorn's Pt.. So. Cushing. 67’69
Teachers Honored
tillon Carts, Frosty Deep-Freeze,
SECOND-HAND
Lumber
for
The teachers made merry on
Coffee Mill, Vegetable Display sale. ALFRED DAVIS, Pleasant
Saturday aftornoon and evening at
Rack. CALL Tenants Harbor 89-13 Gardens.
67*69
OPPORTUNITY
or write Earl S. Field. Monhegan.
The self-made man carries more
BURROUGHS Adding Machine
FOR AN ALERT SALESMAN
68-70 for sale. Good condition with sub
weight in the world of trade than
REAL ESTATE
A salesman is wanted to rep
MOTOR Lawn Mower, 20 in. for tract. J. E. BRADSTREET, Tai. resent Philco in selling its full
on the social scale.
67*69
■ale, $45.00
VICTOR HILLS, 8 1389-W or 770.
ROUTE
1, one mile from Rock
line of products. Excellent op
Lawrence St., Thomaston.
68-70
land. Nine cabins (three double),
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; regu portunities for the right man.
LOSTAND FOUND coffee shop, four-room furnished
SLAB Wood sawed stove lengths lar $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH EAST- Write giving full details of ex
owner’s apt., fully equipped work
for sale. del. by ft. or cd., $11. cd. LAND TRADING POST, Thomas perience in wholesale, retail or
GERMAN Shepherd Dog With shop for sale.
400 ft. front
67-tf
specialty selling, present em
lots, also long slabs, 2 cd. load $12. ton.
curly tail lost. Answers to name age. 4 acres.
City water. Sale
VICTOR GRINDLE, 219 Rankin
MOTORCYCLE for sale, 1950 ployment and earnings, to
of “Skipper”.
If found CALL includes deep freeze, three refrig
St.,_TeL 1187-W.
68*70 Harley-Davidson, 74.
Excellent
PHILCO WHOLESALERS, Inc. Thomaston 348.
67-69 erators, adding machine, paint
ONE Three-pillowed Studio Couch condition. CHASE, 172 So. Main 919 Congress St. Portland, Me.
sprayer, linens, china, silver, tools,
68*71
and Slip-cover for sale, well-worn Street.
Attention Mr. Thomas
washing machine. Price $25,000,
COTTAGES
but comfortable, $7.00; also HalletYour reply will be held
TWO Ewes with lambs for sale.
$15 000 cash. Contact your broker
Davls green piano, upright, beau CaU after 4 p. m. daily. MAY
confidential.
66-68
FOR Sale or Rent, Furn. 4 rm. for appointment.
tiful tone $40.00. A J.M.C. white NARD LEACH, Warren.
Tel.
cottage.
Hobbs Pond.
TEL.
enamel washing machine with CR 4-2551.
66-68
FOR
service
on
oil
burners,
UNION 50-22.
67*69 POULTRY FARM OF 67 ACRES
automatic pump and wringer, top
14-FOOT Deep Freeze for sale. range and powerburners, call F. O.
~ COTTAGE To Let at Owls Head'
condition, $35.00.
TEL. Thomas
FOR SALK IN WARREN
Practically
new,
$250.
MRS.
LALA
RIPLEY,
Kalloch
’
s
Fuel
Service,
ton 201-2,
68-70
on the harbor, from June 19th to
Fully equip. Low price lor
PELKEY, Warren Village.
66-68 Camden St. Tel. 1311.
66-68 Aug. 1.
5 rooms, all modern.
quick sale.
"eornmorT^hrough-606
USED CARS
MIDDLE-Aged Woman w-anted, MRS. H. G. NORTON, Shell St.,
common, $9.85.
SUTTON SUP
HERMAN STENFORS
PLY. Camden 478.
68-tf 1954 Ford cust. ranch w-agon $2095. to care for aged lady. Some light Owls Head._______ __ _______ 67*68
% J. Anderson, Rt. 1282,
1952 Dodge Coronet 4 dr.
1195. housework. TEL. 332-R.
66*68
FURN. Cottages to let. MRS.
Owls Head, Tel. 527-M
“ SERVEL Refrigerator for sale. 1951 Ford conv. coupe
950.
CHILDREN
wanted
to
care
for
LLEWELLA
MILLS,
Pleasant
67*68
2 door, 11 cu. foot.
Used six 1950 Cadillac 4 dr. model 62 1695.
daily during the summer. CALL Beach, So. Thomaston.
66tf FOR SALE IN CAMDEN
months. $250. WRITE Good Re 1949 Mercury club coupe
525. Gwen Thornton, Thomaston 91-3.
frigerator Bargain, % The Courier- 1947 Ford 2 dr.
SPRUCE Head, Ocean-front Cot
Near beach and short distance
350.
68*71 tages to let, in spruce grove. All from center of town, 5 bedrooms,
Gazette.
68*70 1947 Chev. club coupe
350.
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
to
help
“Reconditioned E-flat Saxo- 1947 Pontiac 4 dr. (1owner) 395.
mod. conv., firepl., beach, boat. 3 baths, pantry, den, large mod
phone for sale, reasonable. Also 1946 Nash 4 dr.
295. with care of three children, six Near store. Accom. 2-6 $65-$75 wk. ern kitchen, large living room with
days
a
wk.
Starting
salary
$20
wk.
guitar. MRS. ARTHUR JORDAN. 1946 Ford 4 dr.
June $50 wk. C. H. SALENIUS, fireplace, dining room with fire
295.
66-68 Spruce Head.
Tel. 1245.
_______________ 66-68 1942 Chev. 4 dr.
Tel,
Rockland place, large screened-in porch, oil
145. TEL. 1421-J.
135.
66*71 j heat, large basement, 2-car ga
RELIABLE Person wanted, to 732-M4.
KITCHEN Range for sale, white 1942 Hudson clubcoupe
1941
Chrysler
conv.
145.
rage connected to house. Located
care for one child in their home,
enamel, oil burners, and grates,
1940
Pdymouth
coupe
135.
on large, beautifully landscaped
where there are other children.
$50. Call at 35 OCEAN ST., be
EGGS
&
CHICKS
1940
Pontiac
4
dr.
125.
I
lot with fruit trees.
References. TEL. 8000 Tenants
tween 5 and 6 p. m.
66*68
1937 Chev. 4 dr.
75. Harbor.
A new house on the shore
66*68 1 PILGRIM goslings for sale, $10
THREE Angora Kittens for sale.
“AS TRADED" SPECIALS
Can be used
A GOOD plain Cook wanted, in a dozen. Pick up at either ROSE- next to beach.
Trained especially for pets. CALL 1948 Austin 4 dr.
$165.
as one family house or two apart
a
private
family
in
Boothbay
Har

ACRE
FARM.
Waldoboro
or
AUS

182-M, 5 to 7 p. m.
66*68 1947 Lincoln 4 dr.
195.
ments. Two bedrooms, bathroom,
“ PIANOS FOH. SALE7“Chicker 1947 Pontiac (grey)
195. bor from about June 20 until after TIN DAVIS. Cushing. Tel. TEmple ; living room with dining space,
Labor
Day.
Reply
to
P.O.
BOX
2-9033.
61-tf
ing, Steck, Cable-Nelson. Small 1946 Ford club coupe
125.
kitchen with breakfast nook, den
WHITE Emden Goslings for with half bathroom, porch closed
down payment, easy terms. GIF 1942 Mercury
85. 351, or telephone Boothbay Harbor
364-J.
66-68
FORD’S, Rockland, Me.
62tf 1941 Chev. club coupe
sale,
$1.25
each.
GREENLAW
75.
in with jallousies, also finished at
75.
WOULD like to board children FARM, Lincolnville Ave,, Belfast, tic. Lower floor: two bedrooms,
WE have a few 500 gal. septic 1940 Ford customized body
Maine
40-77
1939
Chev.
2
dr.
65.
3 years old or younger. TEL. Cam
tanks for sale, made of heavy
bath, living room with dining
65. den 8852 mornings.
66-68
gauge steel, price $47.50 each, de 1939 Ford 2 dr.
space, kitchen with breakfast nook,
1939
Ford
chassis
50.
livered in Rockland and vicinity
EXPERIENCED part time wait MISCELLANEOUS zone hot water heat with base ra
USED
TRUCKS
ROCKLAND BOILER & TANK
ress wanted about June 1, Apply
diation, 2-car garage on street
WORKS, Lime Co., Wharf.
60-71 '52 Ford 2 ton F-6 platform
in person after 1 p. m. at ED
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? level and 1-car garage on lower
body
$895.
GAR’S RESTAURANT, Warren, Translations and private German level. Many other modern con
FOR sale at Haskell A Corthell '51 Ford F-l pick-up, 4-spced
Contact CHARLOTTE veniences. Must see to appreciate
63tf Lessons.
ln Camden, 3 speed Lightweight
axle, new tires
750. Maine.
67-tf Lower floor not finished. Contact
Bicycles, $39.95. Convenient terms. '49 Ford pick-up
TWENTY-FOUR HR.'Photo Ser- UPTON, Camden 2088.
495.
57-tf '47 Ford pick-up
FLOOR Sanding and Finishing a owner, A. J. LALIBERTE, 146
325. vice. Ask for it at your local store
specialty. Inquire about our price. Bay View Street, or Phone Cam
or at Gifford’s, Rockland, Me.
LOAM for aale.
NEfiT RUS '46 Ford dump truck, 2-speed
57-tf All work guaranteed.
SUTTON den 2847.____________________ 63-75
SELL, Rockland. Tel. 1544-W 53tf
axle
496.
T. V. SETS
SMALT, House with expansion
LOBSTERS and Clams wanted. SUPPLY, INC., Tel. Camden 478.
QUALITY ALUMINUM WIN
66-tf attic, for sale. Hardwood floors,
SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP..
DOWS AND DOORS; estimates I—RCA 17” cabinet model,
with doors
$100.00 Spruce Head, Tel. Rockland 420.
FLY Anywhere. Plane and hotel coal, furnace, elec, hot water heat
without obligation, no down pay
85.00
117-tf reservations, tickets, information. er, storm windows and screens; 46
ment. Up to 36 months to pay. 1—Arvin 17" console
85.00
HOWARD KENNISTON, Tel. Rock 1—Muntz 17” console
66*68
IF you want the best auto body RtM KLAND TRAVEL SERVICE, ADMONTEM AVE.
85.00 and fender work, come to ROWL State News Co., Tel. 563-R.
58-tf
land. 1430-W.______________
3tf 1—Telatone 17” console
1AW5' MOWERS
BURGESS-FOBES House Paints,
CHEVROLET one ton stake
ING’S GARAGE, 778 Main Street,
truck (1947) with dual wheels, 1—Reo 21” reel type mower,
Rockland.
47tf manufactured by Maine people for
O-RANCH-O
used 1 season
$85.00
weather.
ROCKLAND
priced for quick sale. TEL. 939
AVON
Cosmetics
springtime Maine
or Tel. 1219.
52-tf 1—Reo 21”, used 2 seasons 65 00 sales are soaring high.—You can BOAT SHOP, Rockland, Me. 58-tf;
For Sale
1—Wards 21" rotary mower 50 00
BABY GIFTS
profit if you try. Let us train you,
APPLIANCES
120
RANKIN
ST., ROCKLAND
For sale, everything for your 1—Electric Range
$45.00 start today. Earn the pleasant
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
“Littlest Angels" at our new In 1—End Heater (new)
40.00 Avon way. High commissions.
OPEN
HOUSE
fants’ Department. CHILDREN'S 1—Westinghouse Refr.
40 00 Openings in Rockland, Thomaston, A Service Repreitentative will be
SPECIALTY SHOP, City.
48-tf 1—Duo-Therm 30 gal. gas
in
Roekland
and
vicinity
Union. North Haven. Waldoboro,
Every Friday Evening
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
the week of June 5th
Water Heater
35.00 Searsport. Write MRS. RUSSELL
5 p. m. - 10 P. M.
Pupoies for sale, all colors and
JOHNSON,
Augusta
Rd.,
Water

Good Allowance For
ELECTROLUX CO., TEL. 163-M
SATURDAYS
67-69!
sizes to choose from. REED'S
ville.
57*68
Your Present Car or Truck
9 A. M. - 9 P. M.
COCKER KENNELS.
61 Pearl
OPEN SUNDAYS
“PAINTING and Paperhanging,
C ARl. B. ERICKSON
Street, Camden.
TaL Camden
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
inside and out, all work positively
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
Car Ix>t—Crestwood 3-2103
$003.
36-U
guaranteed. Will furnish materiel. tions made for all lines. Giffords
1589-M
369-R
Res.—Crestwood 3-2087
Work accepted Warren to Camden. Travel Service, Rockland, Me.
KENWAY and Liberty Boats for
59-tf
67-69
Estimates
free.
VAN
E.
RUS•ale. Also Boat Trailers, Evinrude
57-tf
|
SELL,
Phone
448-M,
P.
O.
Box
701,
Motors, Used Outboard Motors
REAL ESTATE
Antiques bought, sold and re
Rockland.
45-tf
W. D. HEALD "Next the Village
IF you want to buy or want to
paired. Louis Parreault, Warren,
Green”, Camden, Me., Tel. 460
DON'T discard your old or
57-tf sell call H. S. SAVAGE, Licensed
30-tf
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN Tel. Crest. 3-2388.
Real Estate Broker, 1 Fogg St.,
NEWMAN for restoring and reTel. 1046.
40-tf
finlshlng; 68 Masonic St
Tel. CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
0. & S. AUTO SALES
; 1106-M
’tf
Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt
700 MAIN ST.. TEL. 8378
AUSTIN D. NELSON
TRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
Located at Smith’s Texaco Station
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123.
C E. FENDERSON
Real Estate Broker
MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor
TEL. 1314 ROCKI.AND or
Used Cara Bought and Sold
Dlst for Universal Hornet, Inc.
Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland.
38-tf 6-2061 OLD ORCHARD BEACH
51-tf
Brownlee Sectional Log Building*
_
38-^ 175 CAMDEN ST.
TEL. 1576
I will pay top prices for old sec
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
House Phone 928
138-tf
ond-hand painted commodes of
WINKLER L.P. Oil Burners,
If
It
Is
water
you
need,
write
all kinds; $8.00 each for the lift top
Furnaces, Boilers and Am. Stand
type. I also pay from $10 to $25 R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
ard Fixtures for aale. M. PEAR He’s here, right ln your community.
each for marble top tables. If you ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135,
SON JEWETT, Plumbing and He’s the man who can set you
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
have any old wagon seats, spindle- Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
Heating. Tel. 1818.
ltf straight, and give you the latest In
plan also available, no down pay
Real Estate Broker
back
settees
or
antique
furniture
"
FIFE FOB SALK
formation regarding your oppor
or dishes, etc.. In any quantity, ment necessary. Member of New
TEI.EPHONE 1647-W
Black
and
galvanized.
All tunities in the United States Air
England and National Aasoclation.
ROCKLAND
which you would consider dispos
34-tf 697 MAIN ST.
■bee, low pricea.
BICKNELL Force. He's got a lot of service be
ing of at real good prices. Write,
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
MFO. CO,, Lime SL
22tf hind him and he’s been ln many
CESSPOOL
and
Septic
Tanks
Knox County
or phone W. J. FRENCH, 10 High
BAfeY Parakeets, fnll Une of far away places, but best of all he's
7-tf
St., Camden.
12tf Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
parakeet foods and mineral health here to show men and women be
automatic cleaning
equipment.
grit GRACE'S GARDENS, Mrs. tween the ages of 17 and 34 how to
Free Inepectlon and eatlmatea.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE locallv
Charles A. Swift. • Booker St.. get a head start ln the vocation of
ANTIQUE GUNS WANTED
COUSENS' REALTY
St., Thomaston. Tel. 874.
ltf your choice.
owned and operated Tel. 267
Rockland
V46M
JAMES 8. COUSENS, Realtor
MILL Baba. eat stove lengths,
Highest Cash Prices Paid
for eale. Large loads. Inquire
Bnsineee Opportnnltlee
COMMERCIAL
for prices,
delivered.
STAR
SMITH'S TEXACO STATION
Cottazee. LoU and Duellings
REFRIGERATION
SERVICE
RETT'S MILL, call CRestwood
700 MAIN ST.
TEL. 8378
21 LIMEROCK 8T.
TEL. 1538
8-2589. Warren.
138tf
56-tf
AND INSTALLATION
Arrow from Post Office
35-tf
WINDOW SHADES aad BUNDS
Expert Work
Tour U.S.AF. Recruitinf Station
GENERAL Home Maintenance,
for eale: custom made. CaU us;
75’ x 125’ lots at the seashore.
Or Telephone
Call FRED PEYTON
and light trucking. Call 1594 or
free
Installation.
Tel
801.
$500 to $700 each. WRITE C. R %
Rockland Employment Office
BOCKLAND, 167-W4
stop at RALPH McLAUGHLIN,
SEA COAST PAINT OO„ 440
51*74 1 Oourler-Gaxetta.
61-tf
Each Wednesday, 1-3 F. M.
242 Old County Rd.
55-tf
Main St., Rockland.
94tf

Have You Met

Your U.S.A.F.
Recruiter?

Train for a Future Now...
Today... Learn as You Earn

Wagon Wheels. The party was to
honor Mrs. Phyllis Ross, a mem
ber of the high school faculty for
a number of years.
Mrs. Ross
will teach in West Hartford, Conn.,
next year and was given an ap
propriate gift by her associates.
Anthony Tamoosh. who has been a
member of the staff for the past
year, was also remembered by his
fellow teachers. It is with regret
that we see these two popular
teachers leave our island and we
wish them much success in the fu
ture.
A delicious supper was
served at 6 o’clock, followed by
music and games. Those present
were Mrs. Phyllis Ross, Anthony
Tamoosh, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Berndstsen,
Miss
Gwendolyn
Green. Alan Simons. Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Doughty, Mr. and Mrs. Sig
vard Melin. Miss Ruth Billings,
Mrs. Marion Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Carlsen and Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan Calderwood.

MONHEGAN

The Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
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Miss Helen Partridge arrived on
•
Wednesday and seven of her col
lege friends came with her. leav
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ing Friday. Helen attends Smith
1-Web-llke membrane 45- Freeze
12-Rim
College.
5-Crescendo (abbr.)
46— A tree
14- Girl’s name
9-Covet
48- Advertisements
15- Otherwise
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dunbar of
(abbr.)
18-Magnetic conduct*
Brookline, Mass., arrived Wednes 11-Salt of oleic acid
13-Breathe in and out 49- Softens in temper
ance
day at their cottage the ”Wii-Wai’’ 15- Performed
52- Prefix. Before
21-Gazers
for the summer.
16- Open (Poet.)
53- Graspers
24-Of a bronze color
55-Cut in three parts 26- Especially (abbr.)
Mrs. Elva Brackett went to 17- Specimens
19Algebra
(abbr.)
27One of the guardians
57Make
precious
Rockland this week where she at
20- Plural of penny
58- Worships
of the Gorgona
tended the Postmasters Conven 22-Combining form.
59- Placed on a golf
30-Half a score
tion.
Middle
mound
32-1 have (contr.)
34-To sit in authority
Mrs. Minnie Stanley of Thom 23- Fur-bearing animal 60- Formerly (Poet.)
25- Combining form.
over others
aston arrived this week and will
Outside
36- Small pincers
VERTICAL
spend the summer at her home 26- Auriculate
37- Eager
28- Note in Guido’s scale 1- lndian house
here.
39- T roubles
29Dines
2Perfume
40Canvas shelter
Mrs. Isabel Cartwright and sis
31-One (Ger.)
3- Edge
42- Triplet (Mus.)
ter, Mrs. Cornell of Carmel, Calif, 33- Filling completely
4- Ascend
43- Foundation
arrived Thursday and have op 34- Part of a hammer
5- Rank
44- To walk on
head
6- Record (abbr.)
46- To one side
ened their summer home.
47— Snares
Mrs. Myra Orne is visiting 35- Element in the air 7- Edible
37- Arrival (abbr.)
8- Girl’s name
50- Make a mistake
friends in Rockland. Philip Orne 38- Division of a poem
9- Let fall
51- Between (Ital.)
was in Belfast this week.
41-Out (S. Afr. D.)
10- Epoch
54-Sea (Dutch)
56-Sore (Obs.)
“Bud” Dow and Frank Goff of 4X—City in N. W. France 11- Unit
Rockland were in town this week
installing gas.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS
Mrs. Balfour is a guest at the CROSSWORD PUZZLE
WARREN
New Monhegan House for the
summer.
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Donald Cunday has returned
Telephone CRestwood 3-2601
from a visit in shore.
Miss Dorothy Underhill of Der
ry Village, N. H., has arrived at
Sterling Morris, town manager,
her cottage for the summer on
attended the Maine Municipal As
Lobster Cove Road.
sociation
spring
meeting
at
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Shulman
Rangeley Thursday and Friday.
of New York City are occupying
Miss Doris Hyler attended the
the Stevens cottage for the sum
annual meeting of the Maine As
mer.
sociation LAPM. IOOF., in Gor
Michael Nelson and friend of
ham, Friday night and Saturday.
New Brunswick, N. J., are at the
The night group of the Warren
Nelson Cottage.
Extension Association will meet
relatives arrived.
bringing re Thursday night at the E. A. Star
freshments. gifts and cards, and rett Auxiliary hall.
Mrs. Jean
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Lula Libby was the sur later, a party of friends arrived Laukka clothing leader, will have
prised hostess at two birthday par bringing the same. Mrs. Libby is charge of the topic of the night.
ties this week, the first when 16 practically a shut-in and the occa “Altering Ready-made Dresses.”
sions gave her much pleasure.
Members are requested to bring
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond some article of clothing which
REAL ESTATE
of New Jersey and their daughter needs to be altered.
The
Congregational
Mission
FIVE Room House and garage Meredith, a student at Colby Col
for sale; 130 THOMASTON ST. lege have been visiting relatives Circle will meet at 3 p. m. Thurs
66*68 here this week.
day followed by the Congrega
WADSWORTH INN for sale.
tional Ladies Circle meeting at 6
Long established guest house. 6
p. m.
Public supper will be
TO LET
bedrms.. steam heat, oil fired
served at 6 p. m.
Price $10,000. SECURITY REAL
UNFURN. Apt., 5 rooms and
ESTATE CO., Dorothy Dietz. Cam
den 2117 or 8897.
68-lt bath, second floor to let, heat and
67-69 Coal Tailored
3 RM. Furn. Apt. to let, also water furn. TEL. 1551.
1 furn. rm., kit. priv. 29 BEECP
4-RM. Unfurn. Apt. with bath to
ST.. Tel. 1116-W or 163-M.
68*73 let on second floor.
Available For the Job Now
4 RM. Apt. and bath to let. heat June 9. CALL 1306-M after 2.30.
This country, as all of us know,
67*69
and water furnished. TEL. Cam
den 743 .
68-70
ONE of the Nicest Apartments in is blessed with abundant natural
REAL ESTATE
Camden—49 Park Street. 5 light resources. And Nature was especiA BEAUTIFUL VIEW of the large rooms to let, (2 more on 3rd ally lavish in providing us with
ocean and islands is afforded by fl. if needed), fireplace in liv. rm. coal.
this four room cottage located al Every inch newly painted and pa
Our coal reseves are estimated
Crescent Beach.
This is a good pered, perfect condition.
Heat
sized rambling place located on a supplied. Rent $60. SECURITY at 2,000,000.000.000 (two trillion!)
deep wooded lot and has been kept REAL ESTATE CO,
Dorothy tons. That is some 40 per cent of
ln top physical condition. Manx Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897. 6769 the world total. Russia is next with
windows and a large fireplace in
TWO-room, unfurn. apt. to let, about 22 per cent, and China third
the living room enhance the desir
ability of this property. Electrit bath, cab. sink, ref. heater, hot with 18 per cent.
range, hot water heater and 114 water, kitchen with dinette space,
But resources mean nothing un
comb, bed and living rm. Fine lo
baths provide for comfort. $7500.
A large house with two apart cation. Adults. Bus passes door. less a nation has a means of wise
ments and a chance for a third 87 NO. MAIN ST. Moderate rent. ly and efficiently using them. Here
67*68 our world leadership is enormous.
located on a double lot. with a twe
THE Lauriette, School street. For Few industries have seen as much
car garage makes this place a
steal at $6850.
the flrst time in ten years, onetechnological progress as has coal
Man Disappears
room Apt. to let, with kitchenette
Lots of them do . . . from this and bath. Thoroughly renovated, in a comparatively brief span of
office . . . buyers for 2-3-4 bed furn. or unfurn. Suitable for single time. Complex machines have re
room houses because I do not al lady or business girl. Very rea placed the pick and shovel. The
ways have the house to fit their sonable rate. Tel. 405-W, MRS.
miner has become a skilled, highlyneeds. It’s tough to see them walk FRENCH.
6668
paided craftsman. And coal Isn’t
out ready, willing and able to buy.
FURN.
Apt.
of
3
rms
and
bath
so let’s get together. You ma;
‘‘just coal." It is processed and
to
let;
available
June
18.
Adults
have just the house they are look
tailored nowadays, to best fit it
ing for so LIST WITH BICKNELL only. Also summer Apt. of one
room. MRS. ROBERT MAGUNE. to the varying needs of many
the Realtor.
Mtf kinds of consumers—home users,
Small 4 room and sunporch cot 188 North Main St.
TO LET at Owls Head Village electric companies and steel mills,
tage located on the 'Keag River
Electricity, water at the sink, 225 6 bedroom cottage on waterfront. chemical concerns which process
frontage, snug, cozy and a swell Bath, electric stove and refrigera
tor, garage. Dead end street. is into plastics and cosmetics and
view, $3700.
Available June 15. For rent by many other products, and so on
START PACKING WHEN YOU
month or season. Apply Mrs. E R. down the Hat.
LIST WITH
SEAVEY, Tel. 1753 or 285-W2. 58-tf
CHARLES E. BICKNELL II
This is vastly important in an
Realtor
SECOND Floor, 4 rm. heated
497 Main St.
Tel. 1M7-W apt. with hot water and priv. bath era in which the demand for en
67-69 to let. Adults only, references. ergy seems limitless. We need a
MAINE CENTER < HLMNEY
Good location at Glen Cove. TEL. progressive and profitable coal
Early Maine Village Home of 7 1763 after 5 p. m.
56-tf industry capable of handling any
rooms for sale. Excellent location
TWO Apt. and rooming houses. and all requirements of the na
in nearby village.
Completely 19 units for lease with option to
tions.
modernized and restored while re buy. TEL. 939 or Tel. 1219.
52-tf
taining old features, along with
HEATED and unheated furn.
original fireplaces. Excellent rea
The man in a key position has
apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week.
son for selling. Shown by appoint
Fully equipped with bath, free hot the best chance of opening the
ment only. Also many other year and cold water, some with elec,
'round and summer properties stoves, rubbish removed free. V. door to opportunity.
available.
F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St.. Tel
DON HENRY
8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234
Insurance - Real Estate
TRANSPORTATION
____________
47-tf
99 Park St.
Tel. 599
SUTTON'S
RENTAL
SERVICE
’
BID NOTICE
6769
Includes Power Lawn Mowers.
LAND and Buildings for sale
Georges
River School Pupils
Lawn
Spreaders,
Lawn
Rollers,
$3,000.
Corner of Route 90 and
Simonton Road, Rockport. Suit Garden Sprayers, Paint Sprayers,
of
South
Thomaston
able for small business or with a PHONE CAMDEN 478 for informa
Elementary
and
High School
tion
on
Sutton's
Expanding
Rental
little work, a nice house. 6 acres
land.
Call
KNOX
LUMBER Service Open Saturday evenings.
School Years 1955-56-57
A
1 PRODUCTS, Cmdn. 402 or Cmdn.
Scaled bids will be accepted
2204.____________________ 67-tf
UNFURN. Four Room Heated
until July 8. Contact any mem
MODERN 6 rm. Country Home Apt. to lnt. Hot water. 36 Fulton
28-tf
for sale or to let. located in Wal St. TED 1379-R.
ber of the School (ommittee for
doboro. 3 miles off Route 1. A. E.
AT 01 Union Bt, large modern,
speriflcationa.
LAINE, North Cushing, Tel. Thom heated, 3 room apt. with bath
.
1 198-14.
67-69 Call 803 daya, 233 evenings.
28-tf

J
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The

Under new business, plans were
made

for

picnic

a

June

10

at

members of the

various

clubs put on a style show also.

Seaside 4-H Club climbed Mt.
The next meeting of the club is Battie recently with 100% attendtoday at 7 p. m
ance of club members Deborah
Buck, secretary says, "and after
South Thomaston
Kay Burgess, secretary pro-tem that we had a weinie roast in Mary
j of the Keag River Girls writes, Connell’s back yard.”
"The meeting started at ten after
Warren
1 three with the flag salute, club
Nancy
Ann
Starrett.
secretary of
4-H Club Doings
i pledge and "God Bless America.” Warren Wonder Workers has a real
Alice Lilienthal was the presiding report of their recent club meet
By Ixtana Shlbles—t-H
officer. It was voted to have a ing.
f lub Agent
picnic on June 11. It hasn’t been
"The meeting was called to or
decided where. The next meeting der by our president. Susan Rich
Appleton
is on June 10 at the home of the ards. Everyone said the flag sa
Cynthia Moody, secretary of Ap- leader, Mrs. Myrtle Makinen.”
lute and club pledge. The secre
pleton Boosters writes "meeting
tary read the minutes of the last
West Rockport
was called to order by the vice
Carole Lunden, secretary of the meeting which w’ere approved.
president, Lois Goldschmidt. We
Singing Sewing 4-H Club has an There was $17.70 in the treasury.
had a regular business meeting
interesting report as follows: "The Those who went to the "Cathedral
and made plans for the meeting
meeting was called to order by of the Pines” in Ringe, N. H. to
of June 18 at the home of the lead
President Marieta Erickson. Six observe 4-H Sunday, May 15 were:
er, Mrs. Sheila Hart. Also made
members were present with Judy Diane Lunden, Betty Billings,
plans for a food sale. We worked
Karantie and Mary Dinsmore ab Geraldine Grfiffin, Sandra Mank,
on our Community Project.
sent. We had one visitor, Cathy Roberta Barter, Nancy Norwood
Refreshments for our next meet
We had a
Hawkins. The cheer committee, and Nancy Starrett.
ing will be served by the assistant
Marieta Erickson. Martha Salmi- wonderful time.
leader, Mrs. Doris Jackson, and
Our next meeting will be on Wed
nen and Carole Lunden, planned
Lois Goldschmidt."
nesday and that will be our June
a club cheer for next fall.
Jefferson
After the business meeting. Mrs. check-up and we will work on our
Marjorie Smith, secretary of the Lunden showed the girls how to do project record sheets.
Luckiettes says: “Judy Hansen their demonstration, "How To Set
Some of the members gave dem
and Catherine Fish gave a demon a Table for Two.”
onstrations. Grace Lehto showed
stration on "Planting Seeds," at
We practiced on our 4-H playlet how to measure correctly when
the May 28 meeting. Our leader, and also a song for the Parents' cooking. Nancy Norwood demon
Mrs. Eleanor Wilson, conducted a Meeting.”
strated how to fringe a kerchief,
judging contest on "Garden Seeds"
and Sonja Waisanen told how to
Camden
with Marjorie Smith having high
pack a lunchbox.
Del>orah Buck, secretary of Sea
est score. Mrs. Wilson also showed
Louise Lord and Sonja Waisanen
side 4-H Club has a report of the
pictures
of garden weeds and
served cookies, brownies
and
joint meeting held by the Camden
members tried to name them.”
punch.
4-H Clubs: "Parents were invited
June 8 Louise Thayer and Betty
Owls Head
to our Acheivement Day program
William Montgomery, secretary which was held at the YMCA with Billings are on the refreshment
of Owls Head Boys, reports, "Meet the Pine, C. of C. and Mt. Battie committee.”
ing called to order 'Ey President 4-H Clubs.
Eddie Mayo with usual procedure,
Our club led in singing "America
with Henry Burrows, assistant the Beautiful,” the flag salute and
NORTH HAVEN
leader present.
the club pledge, then we sang the
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
4-H Friendship song. Girls from
Correspondent
our club did the following demon
Telephone 16-4
strations: "How To Thread a Sew
ing Machine,” by Rebecca Water
Mrs. Lillian York has returned
man and Patty Curit; "How To
home after having spent the past
Make a Draw String Bag" by
two weeks in her home in Vinal
Linda Barker; “How To Fold a
haven.
rtoid-er” by Patricia Mitchell.”
Vet Fetl More Like Staying in led—
Miss Marion Ferguson returned
Ramona Drinkwater and Elaine
AH Tired Oot, Run-Down, Discouraged
Hoffses of the Pine 4-H Club gave on Friday after spending several
Chances are you're not getting
a demonstration on "Toast Cups.” months in Aurora, Canada, near
your full daily requirements of
Mayo’s."

H

f

For Folks
Over 40 Who
Drag To Work—

Important Minerals and Vitamins
from your daily food.
When nothing seems to be
wrong otherwise, what you should
try is FERRIZAN—the new won
derful Iodine-Iron reconstructive
Tonic and dietary supplement
that gives you plenty of Blood
building Iron for more strength
and energy—precious Iodine plus
a supply of Bi and B? Vitamins.
Folks lacking these needed
Minerals and Vitamins would do
well to try FERRIZAN. Take it
for 30 days with the understand
ing that you must feel better—
look better — work better and
rest better — be completely satis
fied or your money back. Start
taking FERRIZAN this very day
—100 Tablets only $1.58.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

FOR JUST A

YOU

LITTLE

MORE

R. H. S. Graduates Of ’21 As They Looked 34 Years Ago

Thirty-four years ago this month, the Class of 1921 of Rockland
High received its diplomas. The above picture was taken sometime
prior to graduation and was loaned The Courier-Gazette by Mrs. Wallace
Spaulding, the former Helen M. Sprague, a member of the class.
In the Intervening years, they have taken many paths. Most of
the girls have married, with many content to hear the title of housewife.
Ohers have become nurses and teachers while one became a physician
and another a chiropodist. The boys followed paths which led some
to business and hanking and politics.
First row, left to right: Waldo A. Kirkpatrick, Cleveland Sleeper,
< harlotte Thompson, Myrtle B. Joyce, Grace P. Armstrong, Ethel H.
( rie, Lucy A. Fuller, Louis Bosse, Pauline McLoon, Leo E. Harrington,
Phyllis Moran, Rose Adams. Daphne 51. Winslow, Charlotte W. Simp
son, Thomas F. Stewart.
Second row, left to right: Shirley Doherty, Rvelyn M. Lord, Edith
B. Wotton. Addle M. Rogers, Merle F. Merry, Mary M< Kinney, Helen

her sister.

of his mother, Mrs. Lilliain Greg-1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and I 0,y!
children Louise and Stanley, are
Mrs
Francis Leiber (Bodine
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Moon), of Philadelphia. Pa., spent
Ralph Smith on Broadway, in a few hours in tow-n on Thursday. [
Rockland.
Mr. and Mis. H. Daland CliandMrs. Edna Dyer has been a pa ler of Boston are at their cottage
tient at Knox Hospital in Rock here for a few weeks.
Miss Agnes Beverage who has
land.
been a student at Bates College.
On June 1 Frank W. Waterman
Lewiston, is passing a few days!
picked Vi pint of wild strawber
with her parents, *Mr. and Mrs. j
ries. some of which were extra
George D. Beverage.
!
large. This seems to be the ear
George L. Burr of New York has
liest on record, while on June 4,
arrived at his summer cottage for
it has been reported that quite
the season.
early in the morning Frank Samp
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bunker were
son says it was snowing.
in Portland recently to attend
Bob Waterman (C. E. Sr.) was
at C. E. Waterman and Co., services for her father, who passed j
away
Inc. store on June 1.
The Alumni Banquet is slated
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
for June 16. with Bryon H. Smith,
of Indian Point were in Vinalha
a former high school principal and
ven recently, called by the illness
now of the Bryon H. Smith Co.,
Inc., of Bangor as guest speaker.
Donald Stone is with William
Hopkins in New York and Connecti
cut on business.

‘‘Ship Ahoy”
On
Saturday
evening
the
Thoroughfare School, under Mrs.
Barbara Joy. and teachers, Mrs.
Edith Mills and Miss Fannie Ames,
presented the musical
"Ship
Ahoy!” which did much credit to
all who took part. The captain
was Miss Nancy Bunker (under
disguise, although recognizable)
The parts were well taken, and
costumes most appropriate for
the occasion. Mrs. Barbara Joy,
who w’as at the piano, also wrote
all the parts, music and directed
it. A dance followed.

ROCKET AWAY !

CAN

Rage FTva

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261

M. Sprague, Luella Joyce, Evelyn F. Kaler, Ruth M. Burkett, Loretta
A. Curry, Myrtle L. Joyce, Corice Thomas, Shelby E. Freethey, Ruth
Peterson, Leila S. Green, Dorothy Blaisdell.
Third row, left to right: Doris I'lnier, Leona E. Dean, Hel<rn K.
Lester, Emily D. Watts, Lampe 51. Makinen, Leola E. Benner, Ruth
Coltart, Gladys 51. Pettingill, Agnes S. Kappleye, Carl L. Sprague,
Charles W. Livingston, Elmer E. Joyce.
Fourth row, left to right: Alvin Wiggin, Kenneth F. Smith, Alice
G. Gross, Margaret M. Flanagan. Frances R. Snow, Alice Snow, Mary
K. Buttomer, Nellie B. Reed. Viola B. Staples.
Fifth row, left to right: Edgar Crockett, Wendell H. Fifield, George
Sleeper, Hiram H. Crie, Irving Crockett, Earle Graves, George Brack
ett, Lewis O’Brien.
Note: Not in picture, Ednu Benner, Carrie ( lough, Geneva Elwell,
Grace Keizer, Helena Kelley, Lillian Putnam.

Club will be held in Meenahga
Grange Hall Wednesday evening,
At this meeting the new officers
will be installed by International
Counsellor William Niehoff of
Waterville. Ladies' Night will also
be observed. The chairman of the
meeting will be Kenneth Weston,
assisted by Roland Genthner. and
Ralph Glidden.
The Garden Club will meet Friday evening at the home of Mrs.
Luella Mason. This will be the
annual meeting when the new offlcers will be elected.

Make Safety a
||^ SUIYIITier

Driving Plans

Go Ahead ! Drive it yourself!

>2404§2

HE MAKES LENDING A

difference in driving these days. Because now you can put yourself
in command of flashing "Rocket” Engine power . . . thrill

State and
local taxes
extra.

▼our price depends upon choice of model
ond body style, optional equipment ond ac
cessories. Prices may vary slightly in adjoining
communities because of shipping charges.

than you ever dreamed! Actually a eery Jew dollars more a
month rockets you right out of the ordinary into an Olds! Before vou

This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
TJenefiaaC Finance Co. He believes that no one
should borrow unnecessarily. But when a loan
is to a person’s advantage, he provides folks
here with needed cash promptly.
MILES SAWYER
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed men and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan is to your advantage, come to see
YES MANager today
Loons $25 to $2500 on Signature, Furniture or Auto

buy any car, stop in! Get our generous appraisal! Drive the
"Rocket”. •. price the "Rocket”. •. you’ll own an Olds, today!

I

IVI
SEI YOUR NEAREST OLDSMOBILE DEALER

7a

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WINTER STREET
—

GO

AHEAD..-.DRIVE

IT

YOURSELF!

THE

GOINGS

GREAT

A

"ROCKET

Tfenetficiat FINANCE CO. J
(ZeweruJFINANCE
co)
v m.
_ t
356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 889
IN

"Herbs For Flavor"
New Extension

Free Bulletin

Entries For Dairy
Show Must Be In

Maine homemakers

are asking

for their copies of Maine Exten
sion Service Bulletin 442. "Herbs
for Flavor." Nine photographs, de
scriptions of the various herbs,
and a number of herb recipes are
features of Bulletin 442. Dr. Kath
ryn E. Briwa, Extension foods
specialist, explains that rich and
delicious flavors can be added to
many dishes by the use of tiny
amounts of culinary herbs. Bulletin
is available from County Exten
sion Service offices in Maine or by
writing the Bulletin Office, Exten
sion Service, University of Maine,
Orono.

CS’ATLAS
TUBELESS

Bring your car
up to dot. —

TIRES

CHANG!

I"!

ordinary tires and tubes!
• Saf.r — reduce! the danger of

FRIENDLY BUSINESS

to brilliant "flying color” beauty and luxury ... and it’s easier

b

and Bulletin 379, "How to Can
Fruits and Vegetables at Home."
Copies are offered at County Ex
tension Service offices in Maine.

Cost no more than

A mighty small difference in dollars makes a MIGHTY’ BIG

1-Dmc S.Uan

If a 4-H member or an adult
dairyman isn’t sure he’s going to
show his animal, he’s advised to
enter it before the deadline, any
Maine asparagus is now in sea way.
son. It’s delicious fresh. Thrifty) Some 500 of Maine’s best dairy
Maine homemakers cut it right , animals will be on display at
from their gardens or buv it for Windsor July 30- Something new
this year will be the Northern
the table and for freezing or can
ning. Tips on freezing and can Maine Dairy Show at Houlton on
July 22. Clement Dunning, of
ning asparagus are given in Maine
Extension Bulletins 420, "Prepar Houlton, assistant Aroostook coun
ing Foods for the Home Freezer,” ty agent, is in charge.

Maine Asparagus
Now In Market

ket safety share your vacation
By Last of June
trip."
Entries must be in the County
This bit of advice was offered to
Extension
offices in Maine by the
Maine motorists today by State
end of this month for the 4-H Club
Police.
Division of the State Dairy Show
They pointed out that the arriv to be held at Windsor Fair
al of warm, sunny weather means Grounds on July 30.
that vacation time beckons visit
For adult dairymen, the deadline
ors to the Pine Tree State, and for entry cards to reach the state
that many natives plan annual Extension office at Orono is July
trips throughout the State.
15. Both deadlines must be met
"With many of our own drivers this year or entries will be re
on the road and with thousands of fused.
visitors coming into Maine.” they
The show’ catalog must list all
continued, "traffic volumes will animals entered in order that ani
be high. As this traffic increases, mal health regulations can be en
Talk is cheap—the inevitable re
the accident possibilities also in forced.
sult of overproduction.
crease. If you are to keep plea
sure driving truly pleasurable,
make certain that caution and
courtesy accompany you all the
Keep 'em safe with...
way.
"In spite of the tremendous in
crease in traffic volumes during
the past few’ years." State Police
added, "summer driving can be
fun, if we make courtesy our code
of the road. Just imagine howmuch fun it would be to drive, if
everyone were willing to give the
other motorist a break.
"Courtesy and safety go hand in
hand on the highway. You and I.”
they concluded, "can help the sit
uation by giving other drivers the
courteous treatment we want for
ourselves. Courteous begets cour
tesy—perhaps w’e can start an epi
demic of considerable driving that
CUSHIONAIRE
will mean greater safety for all of
us—certainly a goal worth reach
ing.”

Arthur Benner and friend of Ran
dolph called on Mrs. Marjorie Mil
ler Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bragg,
Jr., and daughter returned to
Farmington Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Pert of Bath
were at W H. Crowell’s Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Carpenter
w’ere in Bangor on business Friday.
Mrs. Russell Cooney is entertain
ing her sister. Mrs. Carroll Cooney
of Boston.
United States savings bonds are
Clifford Porter was in Port a good and safe investment. And
land Sunday.
thousands of Maine farm fami
The regular meeting of the Lions lies.

LOCAL DELIVERED PRICE
OF OLDSMOBILE "88”

'
j
I

—

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. • Phone: 1133
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS UNTIl 8 PAA.

loons mode to residents ef all surrounding towns •

loans also mode by moil

Esso

blowouts!
• (xtra Mileage I Lighter, tougher
construction means less road heat,

less sear!

• (.tier Steerin.l The extra weight
ol a tube is eliminated!
O

Great trade-in
note at

(conemic.ll Wears longer.
• GUARANTtco in writing. Honorad

by 38.1X10 ATLAS Dealers in
U. S. and Canada.

SOUTH END ESSO
108 SOVTH MAIN STREET

telephone

PARK STREET ESSO
1IM PARK STREET

TEI.EPHONE

UNION STREET ESSO
M I MON STREET

TELEPHONE!
M-70

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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DRIVE-IN THEATRE TONIGHT THROUGH THIIRSn»y

"CAINE MUTINY ' RETURNS TO STRAND

•

f

ROCKPORT GIRL SCOUTS, BROWNIES

THOMASTON

PRESENTED AWARDS IN ANNUAL

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

CEREMONIES HELD LAST WEEK

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Foster and Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. Rodney
children Carroll. Jr., and Beverly, Brazier, Mrs. Ray Spear and Mrs.
have returned to their home in Alex Donaldson.
Parents having children enter
Woodmont. Conn., after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Jordan and ing school for the first time in
September are requested to regis
other relatives in town.
Williams-Brazier Post No. 37 ter them on Tuesday (today) at
met Thursday evening with 20 the Lura Libby School from 9 a m.
members present. After the busi to 3 p.m. The child must be five
ness meeting games were enjoyed years of age on or before Oct. 15
1955. The State law requires that
and refreshments were served.
Orient Lodge, No. 15. AF&AM, a birth certificate must be pre
will hold a stated meeting at the sented. There will be no regular
Masonic Temple Tuesday (tonight) sub-primary classes on that day.
at 7.30 o’clock. Refreshments will
Grand Family Night
be served.
Members of Grace Chapter.
Grace Chapter. OES. will hold a OES. have been invited to attend
stated meeting Wednesday evening Grand Family night at Boothbay
at 7.30 at the Masonic Temple. Harbor on June 14. On June 15.
There will be degree work. Re members are invited to attend a |
iasuia Inrner and Edmund Pnrdom in a scene from ••The PruuiKal”
freshments will be served.
' meeting at Beach Chapter, Lin A CinemaScope—Color feature playing for the first time in this area.
F. L. S. Morse spoke on Port colnville, at which time Miss It plays Today through Thursday at the Rockland Drive-In Theatre.
land television station WCSH early Nellie Tibbetts, Junior Past Ma
Saturday evening.
His subject tron. will be guest soloist. Supper
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS 7500
was the "Early History of Rock will be served at 6.30 and degrees
land" and a panorama of the west will be exemplified. A reception STRONG GATHER IN ANNUAL
side of Rockland's Main street in for Worthy Grand Matron, Hazel
1850 or earlier was shown.
K. Libby; Worthy Grand Patron, MEETING FOR FINE REPORTS
Foster Robinson is enjoying a
C. Kenneth Morrill; Grand Chap
Practical application ot scientif
‘‘In every new upsurge of evil
vacation from his work. He and lain, Marjorie M. Whitten and
ic Christianity is building a mighty we are learning to seek and to ex
Mrs. Robinson and daughter will
Grand Electa, Pauline F. Gilpatpect fresh proofs of the presence
spend a few days as guests of her
rick, will be held at Kora Temple , bulwark for individual, national, and redemptive power of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hyvary on
in Lewiston on June 18 at 8 p. m. I and universal liberty. The Chris Christ,” they said.
Hewitt's Island.
to which all members are invited. tian Science Board of Directors
Forecasting victory for the lov
The Senior Class will leave Sat
Grand Family Night will be held declared today.
ers of freedom, they declared that
urday- morning for their class trip
at Marian Chapter, Gardiner on
Addressing a gathering of some the way is being paved for the
to New York and Washington.
June 25. Those planning to attend 7,500 Christian Scientists at the an "reconciliation of all nations and
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick
the banquet should make reserva nual meeting of The Mother for the reign of harmony on earth.
will accompany them.
tions for same before June 15.
Church, The First Church of
New president of The Mother
Kenneth Keyes has returned to
Christ, Scientist in Boston, the di Church for the coming year, it was
Entertained Students
his duties at the Railway Express
Co., in Rockland after a vacation.
Mrs. Anna Wolfe’s seventh grade rectors declared that the "assur announced, is Mrs. Gertrude W.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson entertained the students of Mrs. ance of freedom from sickness as Eiseman of Boston. In her keynote
and
granddaughter, Jacqueline Elizabeth Grafton’s seventh grade well as from sin, from want and address Mrs. Eiseman stressed
Harjula, spent the weekend visit last week by giving oral talks on woe as well as from forebodings of the tremendous good which the
is available to
all churches can do to help mankind
ing relatives in Newport, Vt.
Africa. The prepared talks were despair,"
George Woodward was guest as follows: Customs of Africa, through spiritual understanding of cope with contemporary problems
and to establish the effectiveness
speaker on the radio program, Linda Brooks; Diamonds, Joan God.
"The uncertainties which con of healing "according to the pat
"Thought For the Day,” over sta Grafton; Africa's Churches and
tion WRKD Saturday morning.
Missionaries, Nancy Davis; Union fuse and perplex the nations be tern of the Christ.”
More widespread public accept
Cub Scouts of Den 1. accompan of South Africa, Michael DeWolfe; come less alarming and portentous
ied by Den fathers. Gordon Peters David Livingstone and Henry in proportion as the certainty of ance of divine healing was report
and Frank Tibbetts, enjoyed an all Stanley, Ann Leavitt; Africa Looks God’s guidance is better under ed by Will B. Davis, Manager of
Christian Science Committees on
day fishing trip to Waldoboro Sat To the Future. Elizabeth Abraham stood.” the Directors stated.
Church members from all over Publication. Many insurance com
son; Large Parts of Africa Are
urday.
The Knights of Pythias will ex Undeveloped, George Newbert; the world—Australia. Africa. Swit panies, he said, are now adding
emplify the rank of Knight at the Why Is Most of Africa So Back zerland, Germany, Great Britain. special riders to their policies rec
K. P. Hall Saturday night. A 6.30 ward?, William Brooks, ni; Theo Sweden. Japan and other distant ognizing Christian Science practi
dore Roosevelt's African Explora points, as well as Canada and the tioners. nurses, and sanatoriums
supper will be served.
Membership figures are not pub
Miss Elaine Harjula is enjoying tions, Jean Anderson and Africa’s United States—came to Boston for
the summer recess from her stud Trade Is Small But Ancient, Rox- the meeting which has been held lished by the denomination, but a
annually for more than a half net gain of 31 branches of The
ies at the Providence-Barrington anna Tabbutt.
century. Smaller meetings on spe Mother Church in the past year
Bible College at the home of her
cialized subjects convene on days was reported, bringing the total tc
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har
Excessive Speed
following the main session.
more than 3,100 in some 46 coun
jula.
Commenting on the world’s fight tries. Among the branches adder'
Mrs. Edward Elliot, Mrs. Byron
A
Losing
Game
for freedom, the directors called recently are those in Salzburg
Hahn, Mrs. Edward Dorman and
Mrs. Marie Singer served as host
"Speeders lose, so slow down for individual, spiritual alertness Austria, Upper Hut, New Zealand
in meeting the “threats and sub- Freemantle, Australia, Aarhus,
esses at the Knox Memorial Fri and live!”
day afternoon during the time ap
In these words, our Maine State leties and wicked manipulations Denmark, Kyoto, Japan, Heidel
proximately 75 postmasters from Police warn impatient motorists which seem to be so potent in the berg, Germany and Caracas, Ven
ezeuela.
all sections of the state toured the that excessive speed is a losing struggle.
mansion.
game.
The Contract Club met Friday
"Speeders lose money because
lor an all day picnic at the home excessive speed is hard on the MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU LOOKS
of Mrs. Leroy Whitman. Those pocketbook," they added.
“The FOR BANNER TOURIST SEASON
taking prizes were: Mrs. William car that is burning up the road
Boynton. Miss Anna Dillingham at a fast pace is also burning up
Maine is headed for a banner Maine a generous share of thr
Mrs. R. H. Tanner and Mrs. Har gas and oil at a much faster rate travel year in 1955, according to an ever mounting National Trave’
old Dana. Others attending were: than the car that travels at a
Dollar.
announcement
today
by
the
Mrs. Arthur Elliot. Mrs. Fred reasonable speed . , . and it wears
Last year, Maine's share in thi
Overlock. Mrs. William Flint, Mrs. out its tires and brakes before Maine Publicity Bureau. Mail in business was in excess of $200 mi!
Florence Gardiner, Mrs. Emerson their time."
quiries from people seeking vaca lion, according to Bureau esti
Lamb, Mrs. Harry Sweeney, Mrs.
They also pointed out that tion spots in the Pine Tree State mates. Butler emphasized tha*
Maynard Spear. Mrs. Seymour Mil speeders, believe it or not, often passed the 100.000 mark this
"Although traffic
counts and
ler and Miss Hilda George.
lose time. Traveling at a faster week at the Portland office of the sales
and
gas
tax
receipt)
The Dessert-Bridge Club met
rate of speed than the traffic Bureau. It is the earliest that this showed more people in the Stat
Friday evening. Supper was en
around them, cutting in and out, . figure has been reached in the 34 during 1954 than any previouf
joyed at Cheechako Restaurant in
racing for traffic lights, may year history of the organization. year, the unseasonable cold anDamariscotta after which the
Last year travel inquiries built rainy weather
throughout th<
cause time-consuming traffic jams.
group met at the home of Mrs.
up to an all-time record of 151,781 spring and summer had a deter
“Of course, the greatest 103S to
Bowdoin Grafton. Attending were:
and this year the 100,000 figure rent effect on the length of stay o
the speeder is the loss of safety,”
Mrs. Henry Montgomery, Mrs. Ed
was reached almost a full week these people and kept the State
they continued.
As speed In
ward Elliot, Mrs. Karl Stetson
ahead of the 1954 record year.
from realizing the potential vaca
creases, the driver’s control of his ,
car decreases. An accident is more I Guy P. Butler, executive man tion-travel income expected.
ager of the Bureau, stated today
"This year, with an excellent
likely to happen, and an accident
GARDEN SUPPLY occurring
that. "These mail inquiries have Memorial Day weekend business
at high speeds is far
been consistently the most accur
more likely to cause a fatality
barometer of Maine's vacation
HEADQUARTERS than one occurring at low speed. ate
travel industry
prospects; and
"Therefore,”
concluded
the
this year, barring unforeseen cir
PUBLIC PARTY
troopers, "traveling at an exces
SEED - FERTILIZER
cumstances such as a protracted
sive speed is definitely a costly
spell of cold, wet weather or a na
COMMUNITY BUILDING
business. Don’t be a Hurry Bug,
INSECTICIDES • TOOLS, ETC
tional emergency, the State should
you’ve got too much to lose."
enjoy the greatest travel season
Every
Stud ley
in its history.”
Treat good Maine eggs right byButler pointed out that the con
Wednesday Night
storing them under proper condi
Hardware Co.
tinued aggressive promotional act
tions. Keep them clean, covered,
ivities here in Maine, both on the
7.3# P. M.
Hardware, Houseware* and
and cold.
State and the community levels,
Home Appliances
Knox Connty
coupled with the fact that more
THOMASTON, MAINE
Fish and Game Assn.
and more people arc taking paid
66-tf
155-T-t)
vacations each year, have assured

Camden Theatre

Rockport Girl Scout. Lone Troop ments of the Girl Scouts and
No. 1. and Brownie Tro<»p. No. 3, Brownies were held in the church
vestry.
received awards last Wednesday

One of the more successful of movies adapted from beNt-sco-ntr
novels Is “The Caine Mutiny”—the famous film hit returns to the
Strand Theatre screen for Tuesday and Wednesday. Humphrey Bo
gart, Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson and Fred MacMurray play starring
parts with Robert Francis and Mae Wynn in introductory roles.

day, June 5. He was born in Cam
den. Jan. 30. 1875. the son of Henry
and Anora Hannofin Prescott.
Surviving are his wife, Mary
Helen Prescott of Camden; a son.
Milton L. Prescott, of Camden;
a daughter, Mrs. Ralph Chapin of
Isle au Haut, and three grand
children.
EZEDKNA VICTORY (HASE
Funeral services will be held
Ezedena Victory Chase, 71, wife
of Alton J. Chase, died at her home Wednesday, at 10 a. m. from the
on Beechwood street, Thomaston, residence on Chestnut Street and
interment will be in Mountain View
Sunday.
Mrs. Chase was born in Thom Cemetery with Rev. J. G. P. Sher
aston on Jan. 26, 1884, the daughter burne. officiating.
of Endicott and Lucy Young Hast
MRS. JOSIE EMMA GRAY
ings.
Mrs. Josie Emma Gray, 64, died I
She was a member of Weymouth
in Camden, Saturday June 4. She
Grange and Pomona Grange.
Besides her husband, she is sur was bom in Dark Harbor. Nov. 1,
vived by one son, Edward E. Hast 1890. the daughter of Adin and
ings of Thomaston, a brother, Eben Isabel Warren Moody.
She had been a resident of IslesHastings of Rockland, a sister,
Mrs. Belle Brown of Thomaston, boro for 60 years but spent the last
one grandchild and two great two years in Camden. She was a
grandchildren, also several nieces member of the Order of Eastern
Star in Islesboro.
and nephew's.
Surviving are two sons: Amasa
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 1 p. m. from the Hatch of Islesboro. and Bowden
Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston. Hatch of Camden; two brothers,
Intermeent will be in the Village Benjamin Moody and Simmons
Moody, both of Islesboro, and a sis
Cemetery.
ter, Mrs. Sylvia Gray of Dark
Harbor and six grandchildren.
JOSEPHINE P. TABBUTT
Funeral services will be held to
Josephine Poland Tabbutt, 85, of
Thomaston, formerly of Tenants day at 2.30 p. m. from the resi
Harbor, died at Rockland Sunday. dence of Simmons Moody of Isles
Mrs. Tabbutt was born in Steu boro, Rev. Frederick Barton offi
ben, Maine on Feb. 25, 1870, the ciating. Interment will be in
daughter of Josiah and Roxanna Greenwood Cemetery.

Stevens Bunker.
She was a member of Naomi
Chapter OES. of Tenants Harbor,
Williams-Brazier Unit, American
Legion Auxiliary of Thomaston and
the Thomaston Chapter of Widows
of World War I, Inc.
Surviving are three sons, Win
fred Tabbutt of Thomaston, Allan
Tabbutt of Portsmouth, N. H., Carroll Tabbutt of Augusta; one daugh
ter, Mrs. Shirley Williams of Thom
aston; a brother, William Bunker
of Augusta, a sister. Annie Bunker
of Thomaston, six grandchildren
nd 10 great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 3 p. m. from the
Davis Funeral Home in Thomas
on with Rev. George Gledhill offi
ciating. Interment will be in the
tillage Cemetery.
1EOKGE W. PRESCOTT
George Wentworth Prescott, 80,
Lied at his home in Camden, Sun-

Iready giving impetus to vacaon spending, Maine is well on
its way toward the best season
ever,” concluded Butler.

Public Party
SPECIAL GAMES
Every Tuesday Night
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

NO. 37
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Buildln,
l-T-tf

Rockland Is In
Sharp Contest
With Chico, Calif.
The Sunday School of the First
Baptist Church of Rockland is en
tered in a Cross Continent Attend- j

ance Contest with the Sunday
School of the Grace Baptist Church
of Chico, Calif. The contest begins |
June 12 and continues through
July 31. Score is based on a per
centage increase over last year’s
attendance for the corresponding
Sundays.
A "fat man” poster is already
urging each department to “faten up” the attendance of the Sun
day School. Several slogans ar«
also in use, such as "Let’s Cream
Chico" and "Let’s Make Rockland
Famous For Something Besides
Lobsters'.
An interesting feature of this
contest is the fact that Rev. Ed-1
ward Barram is pastor of Rock
land First Baptist and Rev. Rich
ard Barram is pastor of Grace
Baptist.
The Rockland school, offering
classes for all ages beginning with
the Nursery class for two and three
year olds and extending into a
large adult department, invites
all those not attending another
Sunday School to meet with them
each Sunday at 9.30 a. m.

evening at the annual Court of
Awards held at the Rockport Bap
tist Church, under the direction of
the leaders. Mrs. Lillian Simon
ton. Mrs. Marge Hanna. Mrs. Ruth
Gallagher, Mrs. Una Ames. Mrs.
Mildred Roberts. Mrs. Jennie
Hoche and Mrs. Vera Pendleton.
The evening ceremonies were
opened with the group singing Girl
Scout and Brownie Scout songs.
Girl Scouts Dorothy Ulmer as
”B:rown Owl,” Linda Spear as
"Patrol Leader" and Marilyn Grey
as "Cap.ain’’ assisted in the FlyUip ceremony in which Brownie
Scouts Linda Whitney, Ellen McPheters,
Judy Grey,
Martha
Churchill and Dorothy Dow, were
admitted into the ranks of the Girl
Scouts.
Leader. Mrs. Jennie Hoche pre
sented Brownies pins to the follow
ing Brownies Marie Bachelor,
Frances Bradford, Dawn Hoche,
Katherine Ladd, Barbara Marston,
Patricia Cunningham, Susan Ar
thur. Laurie Jo Fisher.
Leader, Mrs. Vera Pendleton
presented Brownie pins and pend
ants to the following: Rosemary
Bariows. Mary Marston, Sharon
Watts, Eileen Simonton and Mar
tha Churchill.
Leader, Mrs. Mildred Roberts,
presented Brownie pendants to
Sharon Roberts. Linda Dennison,
Joy Rhodes. Dorothy Dow, Suzanne
Blaisdell, Judy Gray,
Brenda
Erickson. Linda Whitney, Ellen
McPheters, Victoria Pendleton and
Kristen Larsen .
Mrs. Jennie Hoche presented the
following with gifts for their per
fect attendance during the year:
Sharon Roberts, Dawn Hoche,
Linda Whitney, Victoria Pendleton,
Sharon Watts and Rosemary Barrows.
All the Brownies received their
membership cards.
Proficiency badges and second
class badges were presented to the
following Girl Scouts by their lead
er, Mrs. Lillian Simonton; pro
ficiency badges, Linda Ames, Linda
Jane Barrows. Arleigh Berry, Bev
erly Clough, Ruth Ann Erickson,
Meg Fisher, Sue Goodridge, Mari
lyn Grey, Debby Hanna, Kathy
Hawkins, Barbara Smith, Linda
Speau, Dorothy Ulmer, Virginia
Ulmer, Nancy Young and Judy
Young.
Sc.cond Class badges SJUrley
Marston. Patricia Simonton, Mar
tha Salminen and Linda Turner.
The following Girl Scouts re
ceived first class badges, presented
by Mrs. Marion Cash, troop com
mittee member; Linda Ames, Dor
othy Ulmer, Ruth Ann Erickson,
Beverly Clough, Meg Fisher.
Mrs. Cash also presented spe
cial awards for co-operation, effi
ciency and extra work to Virginia
Ulmer, Dorothy Ulmer and Linda
Ames.
Virginia Ulmer received the
Curved Bar.
A gift was presented to Arleigh
Berry for her outstanding work on
the Girl Scout’cookie sale.
Merit badges were awarded Ar
leigh Berry, Linda Jane Barrows.
Linda Ames. Shirley Marston, for
their sale of cookies.
Following the presentations, a
piano duct was given by Marieta
Erickson and Ruth Ann Erick
son, a vocal trio by Linda Spear,
Sue Goodridge and Debby Hanna,
accompanied at the piano by Carol
Cash.
Hjordis
Thorvaldsen
showed
movies of school events.
An exhibit of the accomplish-

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Invitations have been received
in town from Mrs. Edmund S.
Muskie to attend a Membership
Tea for the Maine Federation of
Democratic Women’s Clubs to be
held at the Blaine House on
June 8.
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear are
visiting with their son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Spear in Kit
tery. While there they will attend
the graduation of their grand
daughter,
Nancy, from Traip
Academy, Kittery.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Buzzell of
San Francisco. Calif., are visiting
at the home of Mr. Buzzell's sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
/
Arthur Walker of Richards Hill.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Went
worth. Sr., have bought the Mrs.
Isobel Dundas house on Union
street and will move in soon.

Mrs. Josephine Kennedy and
daughter Brenda of Waldoboro
were dinner guests last week of
Mrs. Florence Knight of Camden
Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goodridge
of Salisbury, Mass., have returned
home after visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Goodridge and
family.
Mrs, Helena Kenney and Miss
Marion Upham attended the pre
nuptial shower Sautrday evening z
in honor of Miss Judy Payson,
which was held at the home of
Miss Ruth Young, Norwood avenue
in Camden. Miss Irene Blackington and Miss Young were hostesses.
Miss Payson will wed Harry Pratt
of Boston on June 18.
A family dinner party was held
Sunday at the home ol Mrs. Cora
Upham in honor of the birthday of
her daughter. Mrs. Vernon Kenney.
Guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Young and daughter Ruth
of Camden, Miss Marion Upham,
Vernon Kenney and daughter,
Janice and the guest of honor. Mrs.
Kenney received many nice gifts.

A

PRIVATE READING
And Questions Answered, $1

REV. RUTH MATHIAS, Advisor
Hotel Thorndike, 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
MONDAY, JUNE 13
65-70

HOCKLAND

&

In trafficc, It's deadly to be a
Hurry Bug.
The life-line of the
month from our State Police is:
Ease up on the gas—“Slow Down
And Live!"

Weekdays at 2.OO—7.00—9.00

'WDAY

BING CROSBY
GRACE KELLY

WILLIAM HOLDEN
to A KXLBEftC SEATON

TODAY

ROCKLAND

through

DRIVE-IN

THURSDAY

J ~

THE
COUNTRY GIRL

hoi Ah I - ivax

FIRST LOCAL SHOWING

n

THE CAINE MUTINY

$25, $100, $200 up to $1200
MONEY
Or

in

1

DAY

Your Name Only, or Other Plans

Get money for vacation e«pen»es.
bills, or other purposes. Spread re
payment over a number of months
. . . you choose how many. Consol
idate present monthly payments . . .
have one lower paymenteach month.

MIGHTY SPECTACLE OF A CITY OF SIN!

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Cagney As You Like Him , , .
Rough and Ready!
The Magic of the West
In Stunn'ng Vista-Vision

PRODIGAL

Above teuton's tooohf Store
Phono: 1720

Hi Insuring At No Additional Cost

CORPORATION

OF

ROCXUNO

BIG

■ COLOR ond CinemaScOPE

starring

OCEAN!

Lana TURNER-Edmund PURDOM

BUN FOR
COVER
TECHNICOLOR

PUBLIC LOAN

IS AS

AS THE

Come in or, to tovo timo, phono tint

359 Main St., 2nd Floor

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
(MATINEES AT 2 — EVENINGS 6.15 and 8.45)

■ —.MKS

I

VWU

JOHR

m-wrassm

■

V

NO

LOUIS CACHERN with Audrey Dalton • James Mitchell
Neville Brand -Walter Hampden -Tama Elf
a
Iranos I. Sullivan • Joseph Wiseman^^^
Sandra Descher

HUMPHREY BOGART - JOSE FERRER
VAN JOHNSON • FRED MacMURRAV
»X., ROBUn FMHCS • MAT WV)W t—.. HEMAnut

« COLUMBIA PCTUCf
A STWLD NUUK» WOO.

JTHURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY—In Technicolor and Super-Scope
BARBARA STANWYCK in "ESCAPE TO BURMA"

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY - 1.30-6.15-7.45
DOUBLE FEATURE RE-ISSUE HITS
Gary Cooper

Sylvia Sidney
Joel McCrea

in

"ALONG

CAME
JONES"

‘

in

"DEADEND"
with Humphrey Bogart

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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suit of the excellent work he has
done in the communications section of this battery. Sergeant Gray
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. May
nard W. Gray, B Fales street,
Rockland.
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tion, or report to various Air
Force Training Command schools
for primary and advanced techni
cal knowledge. Sampson is one of
Lackland AFB,
San Antonio,
three Air Force indoctrination
centers. Others are located at
Texas, and Parks AFB. Pleasan
ton, Calif. More than 40% of all
Air Force enlistees receive their
initial training at Sampson.

MANUFACTURER'S ASSOCIATION
COMPLETES SURVEY OF PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCES

C.aude Wiley, Jr.

Airman Basic Claude Wiley, Jr.,

In ceremonies held recently at
Headquarters 32d Quartermaster
Group in Pusan, Korea, Sergeant
Daniel R. Carter of Thomaston
was awarded the ''Certificate Of
Achievement"
for
meritorious
service as Records Management
NCO for Headquarters 32d Quarter
master Group.
“Reliability and
Efficiency" were high-lighted in
Sergeant Carter’s "Certificate of
Achievement," which was present

Robert F. Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Thomas of Old
County Road, Rockland, is now in
training at Warren Air Force Base
in Cheyenne. W’yoming. He enlist
ed in the Air Force Sept. 9. 1954
and now holds the rank of Airman
third class, and is specializing in
wiring maintenance.

ed with congratulations by Colonel
H. G. Roller, Commanding Officer
of the 32d Quartermaster Group.
Carter is a graduate of the St.
George High School. His parents,
• • » »
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Carter, re
Carl D. Gray of Headquarters
side at 7 Cross street, Thomaston. Battery, 544th Airborne Field Ar
» « * «
tillery Battalion, 11th Airborne Di
Arthur L. Mosher, son of Mr. vision, Fort Campbell, Ky., was
and Mrs. Carl F. Mosher, 12 recently promoted from the rank
James stieet. has recently been of corporal to that of sergeant. He
promoted to Corporal.
Cpl. received this promotion as a re-

ig

son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wiley.
School Street, Tenants Harbor, is
undergoing basic military train
ing at Sampson. He enlisted March
30, 1955, and is a member of the
4262nd flight here since the base’s
activation in December, 1950.
Newly-enlisted airmen arrive here
from many sections of the United
States to receive their initial Air
Force indoctrination. They become
members of a “flight”, composed
of 72 men—generally from the
same region, and receive an in
tensified 11-week training course
which deals with basic military
techniques and principles.
Upon
graduation they are assigned
directly to an Air Force installa-

,
Walter G. Mosley

Walter G. Mosley, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simpson, 7 •
Trinity Street,
Rockland and
Cameron L. Rae, 20, son of Dr.
, Cameron A. Rae of Vinalhaven
are completing their Air Force
basic military training at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas.
Lackland,
situated
near
San
Antonio, is the site of Air Force

New

Amoco announces a new way to

make gas, a new conception of octane

A few short months ago a man pressed a button . . . the words "on stream” echoed from
place to place . . . and a new petroleum giant came to life. Oil pulsed through its arteries.
And at Texas City, Texas, the world’s largest multi-million dollar Ultraforming unit had
begun creating the new Amoco-Gas.
From this mighty oil refinery has come a new, high-octane gas . . . made by a patented
method, the most advanced known to science. A clear, white gas with such natural anti
knock quality that it is the only gas that meets modern car engine needs without the use of
lead. It’s the new Ultraformed Amoco-Gas.
And this great new premium motor
fuel couldn’t have been born at a more
appropriate time. It answers all the
i. --, ''
STANDARD ONE-CYLiNDER
bewilderment about octane in a clear,
LABORATORY TEST ENGINE
simple way.
This universal “Octane Rating”
engine accurately determines the
octane rating of every gas—in the
laboratory. It does not measure the
harmful effects of lead deposits in
an automobile engine.

It tells only half of octane story
MS

The Octane you’ve heard about—
until now
The octane ratings you hear about are labora
tory ratings. They are ratings obtained by adding

■ Y

lead. But lead doesn’t all burn up. It leaves harmful

deposits that can turn your engine into an octane

trap—a trap that catches and wastes octane!

The Octane BONUS of the new,
unleaded Amoco-Gas

THE REAL TEST ENGINE IS
IN YOUR CAR ON THE ROAD!
You can only measure the usable
octane value of any gas in an auto
mobile engine in use. Here leaded
gas can cause metallic deposits that
waste octane. All the octane value
of new no-lead Amoco-Gas is usable
road octane—none is wasted. You
get an Octane Bonus on the road.

Tour car engine tells whole story

New sources of financial support private, sectarian and non-sectar
must be found for America's pri ian.
"Our people have traditionally
vate elementary and secondary
schools, the National Association supported both the public and pri
vate schools and the majority
of Manufacturers said today.
In a study "Our Private Elemen seem to want this dualism contin
tary and Secondary Schools and ued. We. in the Association, heart
Their Financial
Support." the ily subscribe to this competitive
NAM points out that the “high arrangement and wish all seg
standards of
the independent ments of our population well in
schools" are threatened because their quest for better and better
schools for their children.
of Inadequate income to meet the
"It is my hope that the Ameri
rising costs of operation.
can people will increase their fi
The independent school does not
nancial support for educat on and
generally receive direct support
that the private elementary and
from government—local, state or
secondary schools will come in for
federal. "This is as it should be:
their full share of that increased
Cameron L. Rae
those in control of these schools
support.
would not want it otherwise," the
basic military training for men
"Industry is urged to do its
NAM study continues. "By and
and women and home of the USAF
part.” Mr Riter declared.
large,
most
of
the
income
for
the
Officer Military School.
The study noted that "Industry
private schools comes from tui
. » . .
has already recognized its respon
tion,
endowments,
and
gifts."
The
Pvt. Benjamin A. Duce, 21, son |
study details how these tradition sibilities to the private college and
of Dr. and Mrs. H. Benjamin Duce,
university. It is continually in
al sources are inadequate to meet
Damariscotta, recently was gradu
creasing its support of these insti
present needs and explains why
ated from the Army’s Medical
tutions.
new sources must be found.’’
Field Service School at Fort Sam j
"The needs of the private
The study is fhe third and final
Houston. Tex. He completed the ,
schools have not been clearly in
booklet in a series which included
dicated—except ln certain instan
school’s
medical
technician’s |
"Our Public Schools and Their
course. In the course, conducted I Financial Support," and "Our Col ces," the study says, adding that
at the Brooke Army Medical Cen leges and Universities and Their this may explain why the amount
ter, he was taught the theory and' Financial Support.” The booklets of support has not been greater.
techniques of caring for hospital | were published by the NAM to
patients. Private Duce, who is point up the critical financial PORT CLYDE
scheduled for assignment in Puerto ' needs of our schools and colleges.
The Mason Fosses of Carlisle,
Rico, entered the Army last No Copies are available through Mass., are at their cottage on
vember and completed basic train NAM's Boston office.
Huppers Point.
ing at Fort Dix, N. J. A member
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Vannah are
The booklet points out that from
of Tau Delta Phi fraternity, he was early times private schools have home for the summer.
The Clayton Parsons of West
graduated from Colby College in played an important role in Amer
Hartford, Conn., have arrived at
Waterville in 1954.
ican education.
• • * •
During 1952-53 about a billion their cottage at the Back Shore.
Theo Hupper was home over the
Sgt. Bertram DeLong, Jr., 28. dollars were spent on the opera
whose wife, Carmeline, lives at 2 tion of the private Independent ele weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
Jefferson street, Augusta, recently mentary and secondary schools of
spent a week’s leave in Tokyo from the nation. Over four million stu of Danvers, Mass., were home for
the weekend holiday.
his unit in Korea. Sergeant De- dents attended.
Tha largest single group of this
Long is a member of the 181st Sig
nal Company. Overseas since last type of schools contains those with WASHINGTON
July, he entered the Army in Janu direct or indirect connection with
There will be an organization
ary, 1954 and completed basic religious faiths.
meeting of the Democratic party
The Catholic* parachial school at the Fire House Wednesday at
training at Fort Dix, N. J. His
system is the largest of the pri
father lives in South Gardiner.
8 p. m.
vate school systems in the United
• » * •
States
today,
educating
about
85
Richard S. Brackett, boatswain's
"Slow Down And Live!”
per cent of all children attending
mate, third class, USN. son of Mrs.
private schools, thc study shows,
Marguerite V. Brackett of 574
with almost 3% million children
Main street, Rockland, is aboard
attending the 9.064 elementary and
the provision stores ship USS
2.282 secondary schools which thc
to WUtWA Bodtonz
Aludra. The Aludra is enroute to
Catholic Church maintains.
the Far East for a six months tour
The booklet discloses that at
of duty. She carrie the same va present about 55-60 % of the Cath
riety and quality of food as can olic elementary school children at
bo tound in any super market for tend schools of their church. On
the ships of the 7th Fleet.
the secondary level, 36% attend
A • • »
Catholic schools.
Pfc. Richard H. Strout, whoso
Enrollments in Catholic schools
wife, Yvette, lives at 332 Northern have increased mRrkedlj' and by
avenue, Augusta, recently complet 1960, sources within the Catholic
ed a phase of the spring training school system say $850 000,000 for
exercise held by the 4th Infantry elementary
school construction
Division in Germany.
Private, and $550,000,000 for new second
flrst class, Strout, son of Mr. and ary schools will have to be raised
Mrs. C. R. Strout. 8 Broadway. and spent.
The study states that while Pri>Dover, N. H., is an aidman in
Medical Company of the division’s testanism was the backbone of
12th regiment. Strout arrived for the private school in the early
pJo Qkwjt -fit
duty in Germany in March of this days the trend later was away
from
separate
schools,
but
in
re

year. He completed basic training
cent years there has been a re
at Camp Rucker, Ala.
newed interest in such education,
The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop, skip and jump from
The first and fundamental rule a 61% Increase in 15 years.
About 200,000 Protestant stu
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
in cooking Maine eggs is to cook
dents attend some 3.000 such
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
them with low to moderate, even
schools and many schools have
AT THE NAVY YARD
heat.
Tt elcome to Bo-ton'- newest, mo-t
waiting lists.
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
Jewish Day Schools have some
"T”’
GOING TO
from North Station, adjacent park
32.000 children in attendance, a 700
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
7 per cent increase in the past 20
airy rooms has its own hath and
CITY •
years. There are now 150 of these
radio.
FROM
schools In IS states.
$5 50 Singlu • $t.00 Ooublu
The BELMONT PLAZA is New York s U
About 1.000 private schools in
truly Convenient Midtown Hotel near
■
the country have no formal relig
Grand Central S Penn. Stations
• Garage Facilities Available
ious affiliation, the study states.
Looking at the finances of these
800 ROOMS • COMPLETELY
schools, the study breaks thc
MODERNIZED t REDECORATED
sources of operating income for
1953-54 down, as follows. Tuition.
RESTAURANT
86 per cent; Endowment. 3.4 per
NORTH STATION BOSTON
cent; Gifts. 4.0 per cent: Miscel
FOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone Capital 7*2600
laneous. 6.6 per cent.
or write or w ire
NAM President Henry G. Riter
Walter A. Henkel, Gen. Mgr.
3rd. in a foreword to the new pub
o
Otkoe Monger Hotuls io:
lication. states; "The National As
Nsw Yurk, N. Y. • Wutliin«tuu. S. C.
sociation of Manufacturers is cog
Aotlun, Muss. • CUvtlunU, OMu
LEXINGTON AVE.
Rudwtlur, H. Y. • Orung AugMs, Midi.
nizant of the needs of all our
4Jtk A SOtb Sts
Suvuunoh, Ou.
schools and colleges, public and
• Consult Your Travel Agent

NEW YORK

Pure, no-lead Amoco-Gas can all burn—every

drop. None is wasted fighting lead deposits. All its

AIR CONDITIONED! NEW TWO-TONE STYLING! AND

octane-energy can go to turn the wheels—it’s all

Rambler Costs Less to Buy and Run!

usable "road octane.”

That’s

the

only

practical

way

to

measure

octane. That’s why we say the new Ultraformed
Amoco-Gas gives you an Octane Bonus ... on the

road, where it counts.
Try

it—it

does

something

wonderful

for

your car!

The white gas with the
AIR CONDITIONED

Octane BONU S!
Bonus Mileage—because it contains no lead!
a

BAMKRICAN on. COMPANY

$
Prices start et
For Rsnririsr ?-0wr »stm*v i

Sse*on All CoodrUormc

Little wonder thc Rambler Cross Country is America's

1930
1

a

the tsrtWT. wW»

S« ISMS T*l

lUB, R BBT. SNd ooOooO sqwprMNt. sstrs

AB-

‘'most-wanted” station wagon. With smart-as-tomorrow

styliqg—with comfort and economy beyond compare—
with air conditioning that refrigerates in summer, hats in
winter, ventilates year around, thc Rambler still costs less

than any olher comparable car. Why nor drive a Rambler

and learn why this is your smartest buy?

TRY IT TOOAYI AT YOUR

DEALERI

Drewett’s Garage-U. S. Rt. 1, Warren* Me„ TeL Crwtwood 3-2)32
Hcj Folk*!

Tune in Disneyland en ABO TV. bee TV Mattawa for Time end

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Fight

Maine eggs arc an essential and
highly nutritious food for Maine
people. An egg every day is a good
rule to follow when eggs are plen
tiful. Children and pregnant and
Newlyweds?
nursing women need at least five
Living standards of this June’s or six eggs a week and others,
newlyweds will be better than adults at least, four or five of the
! those of any comparable group “hen fruit.”
Friends are remembering Mrs.
Knox Hospital Alumni will meet
anywhere at any time in the past
Annie Soboleski on her 81st birth- Wednesday. June 8. at 7.30 with
say the editors of Changing Times,
day, June 9, with a shower of Miss Margaret Albee, 37 Spring
the Kiplinger Magazine. The best
cards.
Street.
I in food, clothing, housing and j
personal comforts will be routine
Mrs. Thelma Wims of New York
The Club of '47 and classmates
enjoyments, not infrequent bless- ;
will meet at Mrs. Louise Thomas’ City, who has been visiting her
ings.
house. 268 Camden Street at 6.30 brother. Earl Titus, lias returned
Fewer brides and grooms will j
home.
June 11 and from there, as pre
I live with parents or relatives. |
viously planned, will go to Yorkie’s
Apartments will not be hard to •
Mr. and Mrs. Gunnar Eksfrom
and a movie afterwards.
1 find. Homes in the suburbs will be
of Worcester. Mass., were week
economically attainable. The new
The Lady Lions will meet Wed end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
lyweds will have a better time of
ence
Hennigar.
On
their
return,
nesday for a covered dish supper
it than their parents as far as
at Mrs. Ida Clark's. Talbot Ave they were accompanied by Mrs.
time to play is concerned. The
Ekstrom's father. Anton Olson.
nue.
30 or 35-hour week is coming. It
I means time to travel, time to
Mrs. Millie Thomas. Mrs. Ruth
Eda Lawry of
! enjoy the outdoors.
Thompson. Miss Alice Smalley,
j The bride as a housewife will
Mrs. Theodosia Foster and Mrs. Friendship Hearing
■ find that the kitchen Of the future
Maude Winchenbach of the Edwin
i will feature practically every kind
Libby Relief Corps. No. 20, at Society Head
of automatic electronic conveni
Photo By Kelley
tended the convention of the '
Children in Mrs. Addie Rogers’ second grade room at the Tyler School held a flower show on Mon
ence imagined by man. Greater
Miss Eda J. Lawry entertained
Women’s State Relief Corps in
day with nearly every child in the room contributing some type of flower.
Both cultivated and wild
variety of prepackaged and frozen
Portland Saturday. From this the Rockland Hearing Society at
flowers were included in the exhibit. A part of the children who brought flowers are shown admiring the
| foods will make cooking a dream.
exhibit Monday morning. Grouped around the display, from left to right, are, Erie Thurston, Caroline
corps. Maude Winchenbbach was its annual meeting at her home
| Houses, too. will be designed for a
Radcliffe, Bale Hussey, Gary Young, Donald Barbour, Linda Young, Pamela Kennedy, Gail Jackson, Ger
elected state guard, and Alice in Friendship Thursday.
ald Newhall, Cristanna Stafford, Ruth Ann Johnston, Susan Johnson, Stanley Grover.
i maximum of comfort and a miniSmalley as director number five.
The following officers, nomina
~~
I mum of upkeep. Bigger families
Mrs. Thomas attended the past
and 30 per cent in the next 20. The ,vill be the rule Newlyweds will
ted
by
Mrs.
Blanche
Witham,
were
state presidents’ dinner held at
MANY MAKE-MONY-AT-HOME
Mother Church
livestock and meat industry is i copy their grandparents and raise
unanimously elected: Miss Eda
the Falmouth Hotel.
thus faced with a task of the first. more babies.
SCHEMES
ARE
FRAUDULENT,
Now
Headed
By
Lawry. president; Mrs. Gladys
magnitude.
i An era of normalcy is due these
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cormier, Thomas, vice president;
Miss
Luckily, past experience indi 1955 newlyweds born in the deACCORDING TO "CHANGING TIMES",Mrs. Eiseman
Mrs. George Mason. Mrs. Perley
Maude Marsh, recording secre
cates that this industry will find , pression and raised in a warring
and Mrs. Grover Lunt were Sun
American housewives are being even a letter accompanied the
tary; Mrs. Nancy Brown, corre
ways and means of doing what-' world, but the tensions probably
day callers at the home of Mrs.
victimized to the tune of several clippings’’
ever is needed to meet the de- won’t abate. The threat of global
sponding
secretary;
Mrs.
Witham,
Emma Ellingwood in Winterport.
million dollars a year by phony
“Mushroom raising, according I
mands of the public. It is a signi- war will be the constant worry,
treasurer. Tokens were presented make-money-at-home schemes, ac
to
one company, is extremely
fleant fact that we’ve never had Maybe 10. more likely 20 years
Sidney N. Radcliffe, Jr., is in to Miss Louise Philbrook, Miss cording to the editors of Changing simple. The company’s plants, the
a meat shortage in this country— j from now, a sturdier peace may
Scituate, Mass., attending the Marsh an’d Mrs. Witham for per Times, the Kiplinger Magazine.
literature
reads,
can
be
grown
by
ecept when government controls prevail. But, there are unprece
graduation exercises of his daugh fect attendance for the year.
The editors of the magazine in any amateur just about any».vhere
discouraged producers on the one dented opportunities for the new
Summer
picnics
were
planned
ter, Jane.
vestigated 75 such schemes, and —in a spare room, attic or cellar,
hand and boomed black markets groom. He will find the best jobs
and invitations from Mrs. Julia
discovered that “most presented indoors or outdoors, under usual
on the other.
in electronics, engineering, atomic
Marley,
Gardiner,
Mrs.
Jane
Golden Rod Chapter will meet
improbable pictures of
great conditions.”
energy and chemicals. Other pros
Burns,
Friendship
and
Mrs.
Brown
Frilay night. Obligation Night will
riches for little work’’.
“The Federal Trade Commis
pects: retailing, advertising, airwere accepted.
The July picnic
Warren
Women's
be observed. Supper will be served
These “business opportunities’’,
sion in a complaint charging the
I lines, construction work and, of
will be held on the twenty firs*
say the editors, “range from rais
at 6.30 with Mrs. Belle Frost as
I course, medicine and related pro
with Mrs. Brown at Brownhaven, ing bull-frogs, minks and pheas- | company with false and mislead
Club Committees
chairman.
fessions.
South Cushing Aug. 1 was set as ants to selling hosiery, perfume, ing advertising, says that a great
deal of horticultural ability is
Appointed
a
tentative
date
for
the
Gardiner
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Gillie
and pictures made from feathers.
needed to grow mushrooms, that
Keep Maine Green. Help pre
and Ronnie and Margaret, accom picnic.
Nearly all present pitfalls. They
Mrs. Elsa Kigel, new president
their disagreeable odor rules out
vent forest fires.
Interesting
guests
were,
Mrs.
panied by Rev. George H. Wood,
reek of optimism and soft-pedal
of the Warren Women’s Club, an
growing them in a spare room,
left by car this Tuesday for Den- Robert Beale and her 14 months the hard work involved in making
that
the
‘
usual
’
conditions
referred
nounced the appointment of com
Omelets made from Maine eggs
nisport. Cape Cod. for an extended old son. Mrs. Beale is a German the schemes pay”.
to are really a controlled tempera
are delicious, explains the Maine
war
bride,
having
come
to
this
mittees
within
that
body
for
the
vacation.
“Some of these plans might,
Mrs. Gertrulde W. Eiseman
country in March after a rough with a lot of hard work, actually ture of 65 degrees. The complaint
coming year with the exception of Extension Service foods special
ist, Dr. Kathryn Briwa. Ingredi
At the Universalist Church this 15 day passage. Mrs. Beale is the pay off. Some are absolutely im also alleges that although the ad
Mrs. Gertrude W. Eiseman of the legislative and international
in
vertising implies the film will pur
ents for omelets include one or
daughter-in-law
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sunday at the new 10.30 a. m. hour
possible schemes. Some offer only
relations groups, at the June
chase dried and fresh mushrooms Boston today was named President
two eggs for each person, one
Howard
Beale
of
Friendship.
of worship. The guest preacher
trite, poorly whitten self-help ma
meeting held at Old Stone Thurs
tablespoon of milk for each egg,
grown anywhere in the United of The Mother Church, The First
Preceding the meeting, a deli terial”.
SPRINGWEAVE*
will be Philip Boies Sharpe of
day afternoon.
and salt and pepper to taste. To
States, it will not buy fresh mush Church of Christ, Scientist, in
cious
luncheon
was
served
by
Miss
Rockport, who is a practising psy
As examples of some of these
They
are,
Mrs.
Grace
Simmons,
make omelets fluffy, beat the egg
rooms raised beyond a 150-mile Boston, at the Annual Meeting of
suit
chologist and a Universalist lay- Lawry, assisted by Mrs. Burns. schemes, the magazines offers
chairman, and Mrs. Eleanore Per
yolks and whites separately. For a
radius. The firm has denied the The Mother Church attended by
Spring
flowers
from
Miss
Lawry's
preacher. Portions of the service
these:
kins, co-chairman, serving with
flat omelet, beat all ingredients
allegations and the case has not church members fiom many parts
We call Springweave out
will be conducted by Louis A. garden formed centerpieces and
Mrs. Helen Emmons. Mrs. Lillian together.
Shut-ins, housewives and others
of
the
world.
been
finally
decided
”
.
“Executive Suit.” It’s light
favors
weje
at
each
place.
Walker. All are welcome.
ads for “home mail addressing”.
Mrs. Eiseman has been active in Mathews and Mrs. Bertha Drewweight for summer—and just
“A 15-page mimeographed book
“But”, say the editors, “most of
various
capacities in the Christian ett on the program committee:
let,
purchased
for
$2
on
the
prom

right in cooler months, when
Mrs. Arthur Titus of Washing Officers of WCTU
Mrs.
Edna
Moore
chairman,
and
j
these schemes work on what is a
Science movement
for many
businessmen spend most of
ton Heights. N. Y., formerly of
cha'in letter scheme. The only way ise that it would show a simple years. A native of New York City, Mrs. Flora McKellar and Mrs.
their time indoors. Highly
thus city is visiting Mrs. Edith Re-elected Friday
to get your money back is to in way to attain ‘wealth and power’, she is now a Christian Science Freda Richards, public welfare.
wrinkle-resistant, Spring,
Rowling. 4 Prospect street.
Mrs. Doris Jeffrey chairman.
duce other victims to fall into the turned out to be a treatise more practitioner in Boston. Her appoint
The W.C.T.U. met Friday after
or less on the theme that hard
Mrs.
Marion
Lermond
and
Mrs.
weave makes a wonderful
same trap”.
ment was announced by The
Have you picked out that new noon with Mrs. Clara Emery for
Grace Wyllie, music. Mrs. Alena
traveller. Patterns and colors
“One ad merely stated that for work conquers all”.
Christian
Science
Board
of
Direct

Worship
The editors say that “home
Starrett. publicity. Mrs. Mildred
spring Coat yet? At reduced the annual meeting.
a dollar the company would send
are smartly conservative. Sea
ors.
The
term
of
office
is
for
one
Berry chairman, Mrs. Olive Boggs
prices now.
Lucien K. Green service was on the theme “The information on job opportunities in businesses are profitable only year.
our smart Springweave so.
and Son, city.
68-69 Light Of Knowledge” with Mrs. the Pacific Northwest. For a dol through hard work and common
Prior to devoting her full time co-chairman and Mrs. Mary Halli
lection today.
Olive Young reading II Cor. 4-1:9.
lar what came back in the mail sense. Only a few firms warn that to the public practice of Christian gan. Mrs. Helen Maxey. Mis. Ella
Miss
Ernestine
Getchell
offered
Open. The Ledges Gift Shop,
; was a couple of half pages from selling their merchandise could Science healing. Mrs. Eiseman Webel, Mrs. Mildred Gammon,
Glen Cove.
Many personalized prayer.
a newspaper classified section. Not only supplement your income. De was very active on various philan and Mrs. Violet Brimigion. ways
It was voted to raise $50 for the
spite the best efforts of better busi
gifts. Over 100 boxes attractive
tReg. T.M.
thropic and civic boards. During and means.
it’s FERTILENE liquid
Mrs. Clara Leach. Mrs. Edna
Palm Beach Co.
note paper at 59c.
66-68 Christian Citizenship Fund by a i scientific temperance instruction, ness bureaus all over the country, the Second World War she served
Wool and mohair,
member solicitation. Acknowledg ! Mrs. Clara Emery.
the Post Office Department and
on the Christian Science War Re White and Mrs. Marian McClus
rayon and acetate.
fertilizer
for
lawns
the Federal Trade Commission,
ment was made of the $10 for the
key,
American
Home;
Mrs.
Mil

lief Committee.
A consulting program commit‘Reg. T.M Goodall.Sanford. Inc.
1 Etta Stoddard Memorial.
the
phonies
and
the
near-phonies
dred
Starrett,
Miss
LaVerne
♦
CROSLEY WHITE SINKS
| tee was appointed, Mrs. Norma
continue to flourish”.
Young and Mrs. Irere Starrett, gardens - flowers - trees
It was voted that the Union
♦
AT
Dorman, Mrs. Blanche Johnson
PALM BEACH - $32.50
“Bear in mind.” say the editors, Population of 215
youth conservation, and Mrs. Jose
♦ HOUSE • SHERMAN INC. ♦ would sponsor a week at Camp i and Mrs. R. O. Johnston.
“that there are legitimate enter
phine Moody, chairman of Civil
J442 MAIN ST.,
TEL 721* Lauroweld Aug. 7-14 for some in
Members who attended the
♦
ROCKLAND, MAINE
♦ terested young person.
in US FERTILIZE FOR YOU WITH
Defense.
prises making offers in advertise Million Predicted
I County Convention gave brief rements. Not all are gyps”. They
Mrs. Mildred Berry, retiring
All officers were re-elected:
WOVEN A lAHOtED H The MAKERS OF
i ports, and Mrs. Helen Gregory
give these rules to remember in 20 Years Hence
president was presented with a Nitienilly Famous FERTILENE
President. Mrs. Clara Emery;
| gave a fine report on Flower Misgift
by
Mrs.
Kigel,
the
new
pres

trying
to
avoid
the
phonies:
Our “bumper baby crops” con
vice president, Mrs. Ethel Coffin;
! sion and Relief which was omit
“Ignore help-wanted ads that de tinue. Some 4,000,000 new’ Ameri ident.
EXPERIENCED
secretary, Mrs. Marion Lindsey;
FT'S LABOR SAVING
ted at the county meeting.
A page in the records is set
mand money—no honest business can citizens are coming into the
treasurer, Mrs. Olive Young.
Following adjournment refresh charges a fee for employing you.
AND LOW COST TOO J
SEWING MACHINE
aside
for
commeration
of
the
late
world each year.
Directors of departments ap
ments were served by the hostess, Don’t buy products for resale unless
You save money when you have us
From a business point of view, Mrs. Inez Bowes.
OPERATORS WANTED
pointed were Christian Citizenship,
assisted by Mrs. Kate Brawn and you are sent a free sample. Be
The club went on record as sup spray with FERTILENE liquid fertilizer.
this
means
that
the
potential
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Miss
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Harding;
child
wel

Steady Work Year Around,
Mrs. Olive Young.
President Eisenhower’s We do the work quickly and efficiently
prepared to work hard and dis ket for all manner of goods and porting
fare, Mrs. Norma Dorman; health
with the proper equipment. It is no
Good Pay. Apply at
highway
safety
program for the
count
the
promises
of
big
money.
services is increasing at a tre
longer necessary for you to labor
and narcotics, Mrs. Harold Greene;
Fourth
of
July
weekend.
Ask your better business bureau mendous rate. It is one of the rea
with heavy ineffective old fashioned
flower mission and relief, Mrs.
Philippine
Dean’s Greenhouses Since 1898| •whether it has a line on a parti
The meeting was preceded by a fertilizers.
sons why most forecasters are
Helen Gregory; international rela
A.
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cular company. If you send your convinced that the American luncheon at Edgar’s Restaurant.
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FOR SALE
PEED YOUR LAWN
M>9MAInST WX.A
Artcraft, Inc.
money
and
are
dissatisfied,
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economy,
far
from
being
mature
ture, Mrs. Ethel Colburn; temper
PJIOPEftLV
mand a refund and keep on de will keep on expanding—and keep
C amden
IK Washington St.
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER
ance and Missions, Mrs. Kate
66-tf
manding. However, if you do en on bringing better living standards
FERTILENE liquid fertilizer has a high
Brawn; press, speech contests and
SEEDLINGS.
counter fraud, inform your post to the masses of people.
nutrient content of Nitrogen, Phosphor
ous and Potash plus trace elements of
master”.
ALSO POT PLANTS
At the same time, certain in
Boron, Magnesium, Manganese, Zinc,
“That wdll protect others from escapable problems are involved.
Calcium and Iron. FERTILENE is odor
Harold A. Dean
being snared in a similar way”. In addition to the bumper baby
Duro Aluminum Awnings & Blinds
less, harmless, will not burn lawns, lest
Other
crops, our senior citizens are liv
IM6 OLD ( Ol NTY ROAD
water required and best of oil costs are
Labor is the only successful col
ing longer and the indications are
amazingly low.
ROC KLAND, MAINE
lector of the living the world owes
Summer Suits
67-691
that the U. S. population will touch
to humanity.
LET
US
SPRAY
215, 000,000 in 20 years—a jump
of about 50,000.000 over the piesYOUR
LAWN
ent figure. Producers in all fields
WASH AND WEAR
Yes, we have the formula for a luxurious
(Orion and Nylon Cord)
have a real job ahead to com
lawn now, and it is ready to serve you.
pensate for that. Meat is a good
ff it grows it will be helped by FERTI
$29.95
example, inasmuch as it is a basic
LENE. Grass, Trees, Flower Gardens,
Vegetable Gardens, Golf Courses, City
item in the eating habits of al
No more drudgery ...
Parks — these and many more of
most everyone. Our per capita ,
RAYON TROPICALS
no more slavery — weari
Nature's greeneries — grow more
consumption
is
now
running |
some washdays become a
healthy and more beautiful when pro
$32.50
around 154 pounds a year. If that |
perly nourished the modern FERTILENE
thing of the past with the
rate is to be maintained, it is I
Beodix DUOMATIC Just
estimated that production will
WOOL AND DACRON
put in the soiled clothes and
have to be increased by as much
set the dials. Lite magic, the
$45.00
BEAT THE HEAT! — DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED!
as 15 per cent in the next 15 years
Duomatic washes, rinses and
Order Your Lifetime Duro Awnings Early!

Social Matters

It's June, What's
Ahead For the

Tyler Second Graders Hold Flower Show
ar’

be

comfortable

all year ’round

our lightweight

A FORMULA FOR

LAWN LUXURY!

’45™

SPRINGWEAVE

♦

FORD DEALERS'

ANNUAL

USED CAR

Compliment Your Windows with Monogram Duro
Blinds — Cost Little More Than Temporary Ones

MAINE MADE DURO

j without Obli»ation Mull To

Cannot Be Undersold
On Quality — Beauty

( f #r EREE color showing
j jj,me........................................

> CLEARANCE
SALE

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
/IP —
ex Jumbo Prints i£1’ll*
1.
I wV
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

8

.

Or Local Responsibility J sddreo* .....................................
__________________________ i--------------------------------------------

VISIT THE NEW DURO ALUMINUM SHOWROOM
AT 63 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

JUNE

I TO JUNE

f.ojlf.

100% DACRON

io a single continuous, unat

(Washable)

tended operation.

$49.50

Put the Duomatic almost
anywhere—kitchen, recrea

tion room, bathroom.

IfI

only 56 inebet wide.

Please Remit With Coin

House-Sherman,

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

Inc.

P. O. Box M«. Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR, ME.

18

completely dries your clothe*

445 MAIN ST.
61-72

CAU

US NOW

FO« MOM INFOtMATION...
WITHOUT OM.IOATIOH

Maritime Oil Co.
ROCKLAND
62-T-S6

234 PARK ST.
TEL. 1371
ROCKLAND. MAINE
65-T-68
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